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Executive summary 
Purpose: In this study, I intent to explore the consumer behaviour and decision making roles in a 

family for buying package holiday deals from Danish travel agencies. The overall goal of this paper 

is to provide Bravo Tours with information about travel consumers and make suggestions to their 

media strategy. 

Design/methodology/approach: Studies have shown that understanding the target group is a link 

in the chain of making an appropriate media mix, hence I will aim to explore how Danish families 

behave in the decision-making process when buying a package holiday, what motivates them to 

travel, how they are affected by media, and how they act in decision-making roles within the 

family. Percy and Elliot conducted a comprehensive study of a five step model that includes the 

step of: Selecting target audience, understand decision making, determine positioning, develop 

communication strategy, and finally select media strategy. I will use these five steps to come up 

with the optimal media strategy for a travel agency in Denmark, and further strive to give 

recommendations to Bravo Tours, which is one of the leading travel agencies in Denmark. It is an 

exploratory study with an extension of a descriptive study. I will take a social constructionism 

position which evolves from subjectivism. The paper will follow the approach of a deductive study, 

as I will test already existing theories and my hypotheses with qualitative interviews.  

Findings: Bravo Tours should continue not to use radio as it requires visual content for people to 

get motivated and affected. In terms of media points, the two most important for brand awareness 

recall, brand attitude, visual content and frequency are television and internet. The advertisement 

should start 5-6 month before the summer holiday, as that is when most people start looking for 

holidays. In relation to television and magazines it is crucial to show the motivational factors which 

are the sun and being with the family and at the same time give people what they want to see in the 

commercials, which are; specific hotels and facilities at a good price. Bravo Tours ought to be 

showing television commercials on female channels and advertise in female magazines, as they, in 

most cases are the ones that experience need arousal and start looking for possible holidays. People 

are not excited about internet banners, so instead Bravo Tours should focus more on viral 

marketing, social media, user–friendly website, and a high SEO. My analysis came up with an 

average on how they should arrange the media spend, I would, based on my findings, say 40% 

television, 40% internet, and 20% magazines, instead af 33% TV, 33% internet, and 33% print as 

Bravo Tours is doing now. 
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Introduction 
 

Preface  
 

The holiday product category in Denmark is one of the most recession-proof categories in general, 

and the financial uncertainty does not seem to stop people from buying holidays. Holiday packages 

for young families with children are increasing as there is a comeback of the classic summer 

holiday and it is safe and comfortable for families (Euromonitor, 2012: 1).  To be superior as a 

travel agent in the Danish holiday industry it is important to understand the target audience’s 

motivation, decision-making roles in the family and the decision-making process in order to make 

the optimal media mix. If you do not understand your target audience, you might fail in making the 

right media strategy, which can lead to organizational failure and large financial losses.  

Studies have shown that understanding the target group is a link in the chain of making an 

appropriate media mix, hence I will aim to explore how Danish families behave in the decision-

making process when buying a package holiday, what motivates them to travel, how they are 

affected by media, and how they act in decision-making roles within the family. 

Percy and Elliot conducted a comprehensive study of a five step model that includes the step of: 

Selecting target audience, understand decision making, determine positioning, develop 

communication strategy, and finally select media strategy. 

I will use these five steps to come up with the optimal media strategy for a travel agency in 

Denmark, and further strive to give recommendations to Bravo Tours, which is one of the leading 

travel agencies in Denmark.  

During my studies at MSc Marketing Communication Management, I believe that choosing and 

understanding a target group has been a very discussed and important topic. Further, it has been 

highly relevant to come up with an optimal marketing or media strategy for a company, and as I 

have previously been a travelling guide, the holiday industry has my main interest, and thus it was 

an obvious choice for me to focus my paper around this topic.  

I will like to thank all the people that have been helping me through my master thesis. Thank you to 

my advisor Jesper Andersen for a great teamwork, for your time, for your thought and reflections, 
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and for helping me in difficult times through the study. Without you it would have been even harder 

to finish this master thesis. Thank you to Bravo tours for delivering necessary information about 

current media strategy and previous research about the topic. Thank you to the interview 

participants: Betina, Birgit, Bjarke, Brian, Daniel, Jakob, Janne, Louise, Nicko and Therese for 

taking time out of their busy schedule to help me with data collection 

Thank you to my family and my boyfriend for being patience and supporting the whole way 

through my studies.  

 

Research questions:  
 

1. How are the decision-making process, motivation and decision-making roles for a Danish 

nuclear family buying package holidays from Danish Travel agencies in today's Denmark? 

2. How is the optimal media mix for a Danish travel agency in relation to these decision 

making roles? 

3. How is Bravo Tours' current media strategy and how can they do it differently to optimize it 

based on a family's motivation, behavior and decision-making processes? 

 

Research objective  
 

I will analyze the following areas in order to approach my research question. To start out, I will get 

an overview of the current theory on the five different steps of selecting target audience, 

understanding decision making, determining positioning, developing communication strategy, and 

finally selecting a media strategy. I will go through the different areas of media strategies to select 

the best one for a Danish travel agency. At last, I will apply the case of Bravo Tours, compare the 

Bravo Tours practices with my findings, and suggest recommendations.  
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Readers guide 
 

I will structure my paper into the following sections. The first section will provide the reader with 

an introduction to the study, a brief description of the paper and a review of the literature, in order 

to be able to answer the approached research questions.  

The second section will show an overview of my process of research methodology, and elaborate on 

the way I have applied the theories of my choice.  

In the third section, I will account for the theoretical frameworks that form the foundation for my 

project and its structure. The goal is to provide the reader with an understanding of how I will 

combine these theories, in order to answer my research questions. Furthermore, the third section 

will present the empirical background for this paper. I will strive to present the background and 

analysis of Percy and Elliot’s five steps model (Percy and Elliot, 2009: 74) in making the optimal 

media strategy, in order for the reader to become familiar with the theoretical aspects of this paper. 

The subsequent section will additionally describe the various steps and hypotheses that apply the 

theoretical frameworks of my theory section.  

In the fourth section I will conclude on my research questions by analyzing the interviews, testing 

the hypotheses compared to the current theory, analyze my way to the optimal media mix for Bravo 

Tours, and give recommendations. This analysis will form the largest part of my paper, and is to 

provide the basis for my conclusions. I strive to communicate data in as clear and simple a way as 

possible. 

 

Literature review: 
 

My paper will present how to understand a target group’s decision making, and how to turn that into 

a media strategy for a travelling agency. Percy and Elliot have researched about decision-making 

roles, and have come up with a five step model that I will use throughout my paper. In the model 

the steps are as follows: 
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I will go through all the steps during my paper. However, step 2 and step 5 is a great part of my 

paper, therefore these two steps will be represented in a wider range than step 1, 3 and 4.  

Furthermore, Elliot and Percy describe the different roles in decision-making for a target group, 

positioning, brand attitude, communication strategy and media strategy for a company. I use Elliot 

and Percy to a high extent, as it is topical, it is easy to apply, it is recognized, and the model is used 

in many contexts. There are several models that is similar to the one of Percy and Elliot, for 

example Nanda’s influential factors and decision making (Nanda et al, 2007: 110), which I will also 

take into consideration in my study.  

Watne (Watne: 1), Robinson (Robinson, 2008), Jeevananda and Kumar, (Jeevananda and Kumar, 

2012: 49) Bjoerk and Jansson (Bjoerk and Jansson, 2008: 12) explain how important it is for 

marketers to understand the children’s role in decision-making. I used all of these authors to 

empathize the importance of this subject. 

Aaker’s brand personality (Value Based Management, 2013), is used in my study to explore 

whether Bravo Tours’ brand personality is the same in the eyes of the consumers as in the eyes of 

Bravo Tours, and what is actually the preferred brand personality, in order to get the right position 

and brand attitude. 

I used Pelsmacker’s theory about the new media with e-marketing tools and media strategy 

(Pelsmacker et al, 2010) because it is well-known and easy to implement. 

I used Euromonitor (Euromonitor, 2012) as a source for my theory about travelling industry, as it is 

a well- known and a great source within industry analyses.  

Further, I use some of Bravo Tours’ earlier target group analyses (appendix 6-10) to build my 

hypotheses for my analysis. 

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5

Select target audience Understand decision making Determine positioning Develop communication strategy Select media strategy 
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Business research methodology 
 

In this study, I intent to explore the consumer behaviour and decision making roles in a family for 

buying package holiday deals from Danish travel agencies. The overall goal of this paper is to 

provide Bravo Tours with information about travel consumers and make suggestions to their media 

strategy. 

It is an exploratory study with an extension of a descriptive study, as I want to want to explore 

“what is happening; to seek new insights; to ask questions and to assess phenomena in a new light” 

(Saunders et al., 2007: 133), while portraying a profile of people in specific situations. I wish to do 

this by, first, looking at the current theory about decision making roles, and explore new insights in 

family decision making roles, and the new media picture, by asking questions about decision-

making roles, process and motivation in semi-structured interviews and making one quantitative 

research containing questions about brand personality. Second, I will describe the pattern of the 

buying behaviour in a family buying package holidays. Last, I will go into the media strategy of a 

Danish travelling agency, and how they can improve with the new knowledge of decision making 

roles, and the aspect of the new media picture. 

In terms of my research design, I will try to outline it through the figure presented below. I have 

chosen my strategy within the different available strategies based on the fit to the specific case and 

research area. Further, I have used the model in order to formulate my research design and I will 

elaborate on the individual parts of my design in the following sections. 

Guba and Lincoln reasoned that “…questions of research method are of secondary importance to 

questions of which paradigm is applicable to your research…” (Saunders at al., 2007: 100).  

 

Thus, I will start the description of my research questions with the outer rings of the model: 
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Figure 1: Saunders Onion Diagram (The WritePass Journal, 2013) 

First, I will take a social constructionism position which evolves from subjectivism, defined by 

Sanders as “Social constructionism views reality as being socially constructed. Social actors, such 

as the customers you may plan to study in you organisation, may place many different 

interpretations on the situations in which they find themselves.” (in Saunders et al., 2007: 108). 

Subjectivism is about “...social phenomena are created from the perceptions and consequent 

actions of social actors.” (Saunders et al., 2007: 108). The reason for my choice is that my study is 

exploratory and descriptive, and has its focus on how the customer views the world and the specific 

situation. Add to that it is to better be able to “…make sense of and understand their motives, 

actions and intentions on a way that is meaningful” (Saunders et al., 2007: 109). 

I will now discuss the specific methods I have chosen. This paper will follow the approach of a 

deductive study, as I will test already existing theories and my hypotheses with qualitative 

interviews. The strategy of the paper will be a mix between survey and case study. The survey is 

often used when making a deductive approach, as the one I have in my paper. In my case, the 

survey is of semi-structured interviews, which is also a survey method according to (Saunders, 

2007: 139). The paper also follows the case study, as I am looking at the media strategy for Bravo 

http://writepass.com/journal/2012/06/how-to-write-a-dissertation-methodology/
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Tours in the Danish travelling industry. It fits the criteria that I have the strategy of an exploratory 

research and that I use interviews and existing theory. Further, I will give a description of the 

industry and the case in the section on the market, and define the actual case.  

In terms of my research choice, I have chosen to use mixed method with quantitative and with 

qualitative data collection (Saunders et al., 2007: 145), as I will use both data collections.  

This paper will be written as a cross-sectional study in the sense that I will look at “…a particular 

phenomenon (or phenomena) at a particular time” (Saunders et al., 2007: 148). By choosing this 

particular time horizon, I expect to get a more in-depth analysis of how the customers feel at the 

current time, and not how they have evolved over time. 

When it comes to the credibility of the findings in this paper, they are very specific with regard to 

industry and time. The findings are in the travel industry at the current time. The reliability of the 

findings obviously depends on the reliability of interviews, which might be different if you ask 10 

other people. I am aware that the optimal would be to interview around 25 people, but that was not 

possible within the time and resources available. However, I believe the result of the 10 people I 

have interviewed are reliable, as they are from different families, regions, age and job, hence I get a 

broad overview. In a case cross-sectional case study, the measures may not necessarily yield the 

same results on other occasions (Saunders et al., 2007: 149).  

The validity of the results is always questionable when the chosen strategy is the case study in a 

cross-sectional time horizon, as history can have an effect on validation (Saunders et al., 2007: 

150). However, this study is to show how the customers feel, think and do (Pelsmacker et al, 2010: 

88) in current Denmark.  

In terms of generalizability, this study might be generalizable to other industries, as it focuses on 

decision making roles in a family, which can be used in other industries as well, to make a more 

optimal marketing and media strategy. An example could be the leisure industry, but it could also 

be used for studying other segments than families with children.  

In my data collection I use existing theory and models in the field of decision making roles, and 

media strategy. I use quantitative data to get a perception of the brand personality of Bravo Tours, 

and how people desire a brand personality of a travel agency. I test the theory of decision making 

roles in a family by collecting qualitative data. I did not choose focus groups, as participants in a 
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group can tend to influence each other with answers. Instead I use semi-structured interview to get 

the single person’s opinion about his or her thoughts and behaviour in specific situations. 

I use semi-structured interviews with a list of themes and questions to be covered in the interview. 

You can see the interview guide in appendix 14. I held the interviews in Danish because there is a 

risk for bias if I held it in English and people could not express themselves properly. However when 

I use quotes in the analysis from the interviews I will translate them to English as this paper is 

written in English.  

 A semi-structured interview is often referred to as a qualitative interview. The reason why I have 

chosen to use qualitative interview is that ”Essentially, where it is necessary for you to understand 

the reasons for the decisions that your research participants have taken, or to understand the 

reasons for their attitudes and opinions, it will be necessary for you to conduct a qualitative 

interview” (Saunders et al., 2007: 315). There are both pros and cons for using a semi-structured 

interview… According to (Sociology central, 2013) the pros are that complex questions can be 

discussed and clarified. Another pro is that is it easy to record, and it is an efficient way of getting 

data about feelings, thoughts and emotions. Add to that, it is high validity, as people are able to talk 

in details about the subject. There are also a few consequences of the semi-structured interview. 

First, it requires skill of the interviewer, and the interviewer may give out unconscious signals to the 

interviewee. Another consequence is that it is time consuming for the interviewer. 

When making a qualitative interview there are good and bad research questions. The bad research 

questions are such that are not empirically testable, not research questions, too vague and not 

specific. The good research questions are those that are exploratory, descriptive, and explanatory 

(Neuman, 2000: 144). Some might say that qualitative data are more soft data that are intangible 

and immaterial, but this is not the case. Qualitative data are empirical and they involve 

documentation from real events, experiences, thoughts and feelings (Neuman, 2000: 145). When 

using a qualitative research method, you redefine or form new concepts which are grounded in the 

data, and concept formation is part of the data analysis, hence, a conceptualization is the way a 

qualitative researcher makes sense of the data she finds (Neuman, 2000: 163). 

The advantages of a face-to-face interview are that there is a high response rate, permit long 

questionnaires, the interviewer can observe the non-verbal communication, and the interviewer can 

ask complex questions (Neuman, 2000: 272-273). 
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An important aspect of making qualitative research is coding the data. The researcher structures the 

raw material into themes and categories, which can then be used to analyze the data. There are two 

meanings of coding which is to reduce the data and put it into categories, which makes it easier to 

retrieve relevant part of the data (Neuman, 2000: 420-421). 

The purpose of using a qualitative research interview is to get hold of the meanings that persons that 

you interview uncover the meanings which he sees in his own way to manage his life and its 

conditions. The aim is to capture the person’s perspective of the world and his cognitive, emotional 

view on the world. The purpose of a qualitative research interview is thus to provide an empirical 

material consisting of the interviewees own descriptions of themselves and the world they must 

relate to. The ultimate objective of an investigation is of science (Fog, 1994: 14). 

Methodology 

A good way to make a semi-structured interview 
 

According to (Saunders et al., 2007: 321), the first you should do to perform a good semi-structured 

interview is to prepare yourself in form of developing interview themes. These themes can be 

derived from the theory in your study, your experience, your hypotheses, your literature or some 

combinations. These can then evolve to some specific questions that should be answered in the 

interview. It is also important with the location of the interview, so that the interviewee feels safe to 

open up to your questions. In my case I started out making an interview guide to myself, preparing 

themes and questions from my theory and hypotheses, and experience. I used to be a travelling 

guide so I have a lot of experience and knowledge with the travelling industry which is both for my 

benefit in this study but I can also be biased in my thinking of tourists. I chose the location of the 

interviews to be in the house of the interviewee to make sure they felt safe in the environment. 

However, some of the interviewees were living in the other end of the country; therefore I chose to 

make some telephone interviews as well in order to get people from different regions. The 

advantages with a telephone interview are that it is faster and cheaper than travelling hundreds of 

kilometers. The interviewees was prepared with themes and what to think about days before the 

interview, so they could really think about how they felt and thought about it, hence prohibiting that 

their answers in the interview would be fast and not thoughtful. When starting the interview they 

were asked to introduce themselves in order to get them to talk freely in the beginning. When 
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asking questions, it is important that they are phrased so the interviewee understands, hence nu no 

theoretical concepts. Further, it is important to ask questions in a neutral tone, and make sure there 

is a flow in the interview (Saunders et al., 2007: 324). Most of the questions in the semi-structured 

interview are open-ended questions, according to (Sociology Central , 2013) Open ended questions 

are questions that allow the interviewee to describe a situation, and allow the interviewee to respond 

as they wish. Some if the questions will be prepared and some will arise naturally doing the 

interview. 

 

How I will use my interviews in my analysis 
 

To start, I will listen to all the interviews and write down all the important quotes for each topic in 

my interview. Then I will look at one topic at the time, and use the important quotes the different 

interviewees responded for each topic. I will use these quotes to back up my statements, and 

analyze what the quotes mean. Furthermore, I will make some quantitative tables from the 

interviews to get an easier overview of what the most common opinion is on each topic, in order to 

answer my hypotheses.  

 

Reliability and validity  
 

Reliability and validity is important in a research study. It is even more important that the methods 

you chose for collecting data are both reliable and valid. The reliability of research concerns that the 

results will be consistent. However, validity is the most important consideration in the research 

method. You can have a method that shows to be reliable without being valid. A valid procedure 

deal with that it is supposed to deal with, and measures what it it supposed to measure (Sanders and 

Liptrot, 1994: 46). According to Sanders and Liptrot: “A rule of thumb question for considering this 

aspect of your proposed methodology is to ask: “If another researcher were to use the same 

procedure as I am, would they obtain the same sort of results?” If the answer is ‘No’, then your 

method is likely to lack validity” (Sanders and Liptrot, 1994: 46). 
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Primary and secondary literature in my research 
 

The primary sources of my study will be in the form of the interviews with Bravo Tours and the 

families. The secondary sources in my paper will be of text books, articles, webpages and class 

slides to form theory on my subject. 

 

Limitations in the paper: 
 

The limitations of the paper are that I am looking solely at Bravo Tours and the Danish travel 

industry, as there can be cultural differences between countries. Furthermore I am looking at 

package holiday deals and families with children. I focus on this group because it is an important 

segment in the travel industry, and families with children buying package holiday deals behave 

differently than families without children booking hotels and flight by themselves. The reason that 

families with children are an important segment for travel agencies are that they often buy holiday 

for 4 people so the quantity of sold travels are greater than if looking at couples. 

 

Theory 

The four communication effects 
 

According to Percy and Elliot there are four communication effects, and the communication effect 

you wish for will define your communication objectives. First of all there must be a category need, 

since there must be some interest in the product for someone to purchase the product. Second of all, 

there must be brand awareness, which mean that you have to be capable of identifying the brand in 

order to buy it, and there are two ways of doing that. One way is recognition where the customer 

recognizes the product in the store, the other way is recall, where the brand comes to mind before 

the purchase (Percy and Elliot, 2009: 7). In the travel industry, the customer will need to use recall, 

as the customer has to think about the brand and decide which travel agency they want to book 

through. 
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In most cases, brand awareness is not sufficient to make a customer buy the product, hence you also 

need a positive brand attitude, which is the knowledge and feelings about the brand. When you 

achieve a positive brand attitude it will hopefully be followed by a brand purchase intention, which 

is when the customer intends to purchase your product. Thus, this is the most important 

communication objective as this will sell your product, and then follows the brand attitude and 

brand awareness (Percy and Elliot, 2009: 8). The question is, how do a travel agency achieve people 

getting a brand purchase intention towards their brand and products, and furthermore what does 

Bravo Tours need to do in order for their target group to gain this. There is already a category need 

in the travelling industry, so the travel agency needs to make sure that families are aware of their 

brand, has a positive attitude towards it, and intends to purchase their product. 

Percy and Elliot explain that there are four kinds of strategies within brand attitude which is based 

on the motivation and the involvement in the decision of purchasing the product or service.  The 

motivation can be positive or negative, where the positive motivation drives a customer to buy the 

product because it makes him or her feel good, and the negative motivation is driven by removing a 

problem. The involvement will be high or low according to the amount of risk that follows with 

buying the product. A high involvement decision will be a decision that requires more information, 

and where the customer can risk a lot of money. These four strategies can be combined in low-

involvement/ negative motivations, low-involvement/positive motivations, high-

involvement/negative motivations, or high-involvement/positive motivations (Percy and Elliot, 

2009: 9). The product category of buying a package holiday belongs in the strategy of high 

involvement/positive motivation, as the customer pays a lot of money for a holiday and further a 

holiday calls for positive motivational factors for the customer. Hence, that is the strategy a travel 

agency as Bravo Tours should follow. 

When you have found the right brand attitude, in this case the high involvement/positive 

motivation, it will be easier to implement the correct strategy within media (Percy and Elliot, 2009: 

10).  

Consumers often associate the brand’s personality with their own personality.   

Aaker explains that there are five different brand personalities which are: sincerity, excitement, 

competence, sophistication, and ruggedness. 
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(Value Based Management, 2013) 

Bravo Tours suggest themselves that they have the brand personality of sincerity. We will see later 

on if this is what the consumers desire and think of Bravo Tours as well. 

Percy and Elliot explain a five step strategic planning process, and combines it with the 

communication response, see table below (Percy and Elliot, 2009: 74). This is the key model that I 

will follow in my paper to get from decision making roles in a family to the media strategy of a 

travelling agency as Bravo Tours. 
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I made an easier overview of the five step models which can be seen below: 

 

Percy and Elliot enlighten that there are some important background questions in strategic planning, 

such as: what is the description of the product you are selling? What is the source of business? And 

what are the marketing objectives? (Percy and Elliot, 2009: 83). If we look at Bravo Tours, their 

product is package holiday trips, the business comes from Danish families who want to go abroad 

and enjoy the sun, and the marketing objectives are brand awareness, positive brand attitude and 

brand purchase intention. 

There exists a five step planning process to achieve your communication objectives made by Percy 

and Elliot:  

 

1. “Step one: Select the target audience based upon the overall 

marketing strategy 

2. Step two: Understand how the target audience makes decisions in the 

category 

3. Step three: Determine the best positioning for the brand within its 

marketing communication 

4. Step four: Develop a communication strategy based upon the 

communication objective selected 

5. Step five: Set media strategy to deliver the message and satisfy the 

communication objectives” (Percy and Elliot, 2009: 85) 

 

I will follow these steps in my analysis to explore the best media strategy for Bravo Tours to deliver 

their message and satisfy their communication objectives. 

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5

Select target audience Understand decision making Determine positioning Develop communication strategy Select media strategy 
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Step 1: Selecting the target audience 
 

When selecting the target audience there is almost always demographic psychographic 

characteristics or lifestyle descriptions, however you need more than that for the marketing to be 

effective. It is further of importance to know the attitudes and behaviors of the consumers, to make 

an appropriate media strategy. Hence, you have to know the consumers’ category behavior and 

response towards the marketing communication, and how these affect the consumers' decision about 

purchasing the product (Percy and Elliot, 2009:86). In the case of this study of Bravo Tours I have 

chosen to limit the target audience to Danish families with children, buying package holidays, 

because there can be cultural differences between countries. Furthermore I am looking at package 

families with children because that is an important segment in the travel industry, as they often buy 

a holiday for 4 people so the quantity of sold travels are greater than if looking at couples. 

 

Step 2: Understand target audience decision making 
 

The next step after selecting the target audience is to understand how they make purchase decisions 

in this product category. It is immensely important to understand the whole process of the target 

group’s decision-making so that Bravo Tours know how they can affect the customers' choice 

positively and drive toward selecting their brand. Bravo Tours can also look into which people are 

involved in the decision making within the family, who makes which decisions in the decision 

making-process, and how the travel agency's marketing can stimulate these customers to purchase 

their product (Percy and Elliot, 2009: 87).  

Understanding the target audience decision making, is very important, hence a great part of my 

analysis will be about understanding decision making roles in a family, and I will interview the 

families in particular in this subject. 

When purchasing a product, there are different roles in the decision making process, which can be 

played by the same or by different persons. The five roles in a decisions making process, according 

to Percy and Elliot are: 
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  “Initiators: Who propose purchase or usage 

 Influencers: Who recommend (or discourage) purchase or 

usage 

 Deciders: Who make the actual choice 

 Purchasers: Who make the actual purchase 

 Users: Who use the product or service” (Percy and Elliot, 

2009: 87) 

It is important to recognize which persons are involved in the decision and what roles they have in 

the decision making. In this case, the nuclear family with a mother, a father and children will 

probably all be part of the decision making when they are deciding to go on a family vacation. I will 

investigate which roles they each play to gain a better understanding of the target audience, thus 

being able to create a more effective marketing communication and media strategy. 

It is important to remember that when a travel agency is talking to their target audience they are 

talking to individuals in a group. The next important thing in understanding the target groups’ 

decision making, is to look at the different stages they go through from getting the idea to actually 

buying the brand’s product (Percy and Elliot, 2009: 87). 

Creating a positive brand attitude for the target audience is the core of effective marketing 

communication, which is best affected when the brand has knowledge about their target group’s 

behavior.  It will then be easier to know where in the decision making process they should put their 

focus and how they should communicate (Percy and Elliot, 2009, 88). 

There are two categories of theory about the issue of decision making behavior, which are 

behavioral – and cognitive processes. The behavioral process do not believe it is possible to make a 

theory about what is going on in people’s mind, so you  need to make observations of actual 

behavior. The cognitive process of decision making involves the behavioral sequence model, which 

I will explain later on (Percy and Elliot, 2009: 139). 

The people who follows the behaviorist process of decision making believes that the marketing 

communication stimulates signals, and gives the consumer a positive consequence of using the 

brand or a negative consequence if not using the brand. The people who follow the cognitive 

approach look at how the consumer’s mind is processing the information it gets, and how it makes 

decisions. Rossiter and Percy have created the behavioral sequence model that concerns how the 
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decision making process is possible to be affected by marketing communication (Percy and Elliot, 

2009: 140). 

Probable communication objectives for decision roles 

Role in decision: Communication objective 

Initiator Brand awareness, initial brand attitude 

Influencer Brand attitude 

Decider Brand attitude and brand purchase intention 

Purchaser Brand purchase intention 

User Brand attitude 

(Percy and Elliot, 2009: 141) 

With this in mind, it is important for the travel agency to think about how they communicate their 

marketing message in relation to who they are talking to and which roles these customers play 

(Percy and Elliot, 2009: 142). 

If we think of this in terms of my case with Bravo Tours wanting to sell a holiday package deal to a 

family, the members of the family will play different roles, which will require different messages 

from Bravo Tours’ marketing communication. The communication objective will probably be the 

same, to increase brand awareness, brand attitude and brand purchase intention, but the message 

will be different according to the role you are talking to. When dealing with high involvement 

decisions, as buying a package holiday, people has to be convinced in order to purchase the product. 

It is doubtful that one advertisement will be enough to satisfy all the roles and convince them to 

make the purchase without getting more information and knowledge about the package holiday. It is 

almost always needed with a key message to the decider role, when dealing with a high 

involvement decision (Percy and Elliot, 2009:143). 

In Appendix 4, you see the Generic Behavioral Sequence Model. This model shows the 

combination of the decision stages, the decision roles, where the stage happens, when the stage 

happens, and how the stage happens. The focus should be to think about how the target audience 

makes decisions, and at what stage the marketing communication can affect which brand is selected 

(Percy and Elliot, 2009: 147). 

Now in this study, something will trigger the family into thinking about their next holiday, and they 

will start looking into their options. Then the family will evaluate their options, check out 

possibilities, and pick the best one for them. Finally, they will go on the holiday trip, and afterwards 
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relive the holiday with pictures. The steps are as follows; 1) the family starts thinking about going 

on holiday is need arousal, 2) looking into options is brand consideration, 3) evaluating and picking 

the best one is the purchase, 4) going on the holiday and reliving it with pictures is usage  (Percy 

and Elliot, 2009: 148). 

Decision making roles: 

Looking at decision roles, I will identify who of the family members play which role(s) in the 

decision process, and at which decision stage.  

According to Percy and Elliot:  

“The decision stages for a holiday trip might be seen as: 

Holiday trip: need arousal – identify possible holidays – evaluate options – choose holiday – book 

holiday – take holiday – post holiday evaluation.” (Percy and Elliot, 2009´: 151)  

Another important step in the marketing communication is to know in which location for each stage 

the decisions are likely to occur. The better we understand this, the more positive the message will 

be, hence it will be an important help in the media planning (Percy and Elliot, 2009: 151). 

The need arousal for a holiday could take place different places like at home or at a friend’s house 

who maybe just returned from vacation, in the bus station while looking at a poster, or it might be at 

the travel agency. This creates different media opportunities such as television, newspaper or 

magazine advertisement, banners at travel agencies, or posters on public transportation. People most 

often evaluate the possibilities and book the vacation at home, or at the travel agency. The holiday 

usage happens at the location where the holiday takes place, and the post-holiday evaluation 

happens everywhere the family is reminded of the vacation afterwards.  

Timing of the decision stage: 

It is further important to understand the timing of the decision, so we know when to schedule the 

media. Normally the timing of a vacation is no more than a couple of months, except if it is for a 

very special trip (Percy and Elliot, 2009: 152) 
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How the decision stage is likely to occur 

The last step is to think about how the decision stage is likely to occur. The ‘how’ is the important 

word to best describe what happens in each step of the decision making process. When applying it 

to the case of my holiday package, we can say that the need arousal happens when talking to 

someone about their last holiday or when seeing advertisement for a holiday (Percy and Elliot, 

2009: 153). Next, the family will identify possible holiday packages by paying more attention to 

different advertising for holidays, and maybe talking to friends and family about it. Then, they will 

evaluate their options by gaining more information about the holiday packages. Afterward, they will 

choose the holiday that offers what is most important for the family on their vacation. Next, they 

will book the holiday through a travel agency by calling them, going to the internet, or to the store. 

The family will take the holiday by travelling to their destination, and the post-holiday evaluation 

begins as soon as they go back home (Percy and Elliot, 2009: 155).  

In Appendix 5, we can see a model that illustrates the decision-making roles in a family for a major 

holiday trip, which forms the foundation of a target audience decision-making model like Rossiter 

and Percy’s BSM.  

In appendix 18, I am showing a family decision-making model of vacation purchases, according to 

(Nanda et al, 2007: 110), which I will add to my analysis in decision making roles of families. 

 

There are three possible types of decision-making in the family. When the decision-making is 

husband-dominated, the husband makes the majority of the decisions. If the decision-making is 

wife-dominated, the wife makes the majority of the decisions, and if it is joint-decision making both 

the husband and the wife make decisions. Mostly it is the husband who makes decisions about 

finance and insurance, and the wife that makes decisions about household and food. It is most likely 

that a joint decision making will take place with decisions such as vacations, buying a house and 

living room furniture. This can of cause change in relation to demographic, culture or society. The 

different members of the family play different roles according to which decisions are at stake. The 

roles the family members play are not fixed, so they can change over time and within different 

decisions.  
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The possible roles to take are: 

1. Gatekeeper (initiator) 

2. Information gatherer 

3. Influencer 

4. Decision maker 

5. Purchaser (buyer) 

6. Use 

The gatekeeper is the one who starts recognizing the need for a purchase, takes initiative to the 

family decision-making process, and is the first to gather information. The influencer(s) is the 

member of the family who is consulted before a purchase because his or her opinion affects the 

evaluation of the product. The decision maker(s) is the one who has the authorization to decide 

whether to buy the product or not. The buyer makes the actual purchase and the users consume the 

product (Nanda et al, 2007: 110) 

Holidays are a special product because they are expensive and they do not happen often in family 

daily lives. Hence, it is a high-involvement decision making as it is not a frequent event, it involves 

social- and financial risk. Furthermore, it is often a joint decision so one single person risk to be 

blamed for a possible mistaken decision (Nanda et al, 2007: 11). 

There must also be given attention to the roles the children play in the family decision making when 

going on a holiday. Research shows that more and more parents admit that their children influence 

their decision making when it comes to holidays. The children mostly influence the decisions that 

have a direct effect on themselves (Nanda et al, 2007: 113). 

The children are more aware of their influence on decisions than parents are. Many travel agencies 

have special packages with hotels and programs where kids eat free all day and kids club, because 

these are factors that will influence the children, hence also influence the parents. Although children 

seem to have influence when the decision can influence them, they rarely have influence on where 

to buy and how much money to spend. Furthermore, the parents are more likely to listen to their 

children the older the children are (Nanda et al, 2007: 114). 

It is crucial for the marketer to know that a person’s purchase decision making is influenced by the 

other members of the family, and further to recognize how much the decision maker will be 
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influenced by others before making the final purchase decision. There are three core considerations 

for the marketers: 

 To study the members who are involved in the decision making roles 

 To identify which family members are involved at each stage of the decision making process 

 To study the motivations and interests of the family members involved in the decision 

making process (Nanda et al, 2007: 115). 

It is important for the marketers to understand children’s influence on parents’ decision making 

when it comes to holidays. Watne argues that daughters have a greater impact than sons on the 

family’s holiday decisions. However vacations are often joint decision making in a family (Watne: 

1). How the children influence the parents’ purchase decision making depends on the product, the 

stage of the decision, and the behavior of the child. Children have more influence on decisions that 

directly influence themselves, or when they are seen as experts in the area (Watne: 2). 

Nowadays parents listen to and are influenced by their children when it comes to making decisions, 

and the purchasing decisions are at large taken by all. Therefore it is important for marketers to 

understand these changing dynamics of the buying behavior and the power of the children 

(Jeevananda and Kumar, 2012: 49). Children influence their parents by being persistent, 

highlighting the benefits and justifying for their case. This mature behavior is often supported by 

knowledge about the product which influence and encourage the parents. Children want to be a part 

of the decision making in the family and they show that with passive and active attempts. Normally, 

the oldest child gets more affection in the beginning and the parents are more likely to be influenced 

by the first child. The first child often gets consulted in family decisions and is lucky to enjoy the 

same status as the parents (Jeevananda and Kumar, 2012: 50). 

According to Robinson (Robinson, 2008), most families with children want seaside resorts with 

self-catering food. These families are almost always forced to take their holiday when the schools 

have their holiday which is the peak-season. However, there is a tendency to take the children out of 

school so the family can get more value for their money. Recent research shows that most holiday 

decisions are made jointly between the parents, but there is a tendency that women get more active 

in the decision-making when children are involved, and tend to emphasize the children’s opinion. 

The more mature the children get, the more they will be involved in decision-making with their 

parents. However, it takes some time for the children to understand the issue of money and time. As 

they grow up and their interest and experiences grow, their requests will become more specific.  
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In appendix 19, you can see a model that shows an example of family roles played in a vacation-

planning decision according to (Nanda et al, 2007: 118). 

The complication of travel decision making can be divided into three areas: 

 The exclusivity of making travel decisions 

 The number of areas of influence 

 The fact that most travel decisions are family-decisions 

Furthermore, it is immensely important to incorporate the roles of the children in the decision-

making.  Also, the holiday decision-making is not only a single decision about going on a holiday, 

but it contains a lot of sub-decisions (Bjoerk and Jansson, 2008: 12). The decision-making of going 

on holiday can be seen as a whole process of decisions like whether or not to go, when to go, where 

to go, how to go and more (Bjoerk and Jansson, 2008: 14). 

Based on researches made by Bravo Tours about understanding target audience, I made the 

following five hypotheses. As Jakob Tange, the marketing chief in Bravo Tours, send me these 

results, I assume that it is from the same target group as I am dealing with; families with children. 

 

About motivation by media 

If we look at appendix 6, we see Bravo Tours’ research about motivation by media point. According 

to Bravo Tours, people are more likely to be affected by advertisement in magazines with 40,9% 

and online banners with 41,1%, and only 15,7% gets affected by television commercials. With this 

in mind my hypothesis about which media influence the motivation is:  

 Hypothesis 1: “Most people get motivated by watching online banners and 

 advertisement in magazines”. 

About information source: 

Bravo Tours also made a research about where people find information, which can be seen in 

appendix 7. According to their research most people find information on the internet with 87,5%, 

and 58,0% of people search for information in catalogues. Therefore my second hypothesis is:  

 Hypothesis 2: “Most people search for holiday information on the internet”.  
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Need arousal:  

In an earlier study from Bravo Tours they looked into who took the initiative to travel. They found  

that in 40,1% it was the husband, and in 57,9% it was the wife, and 0% was the children. You can 

see the results in appendix 8. On this background the third hypothesis is:  

 Hypothesis 3: “In most cases the woman in the house takes the travel initiative”. 

Choose holiday:  

Bravo Tours has researched in who in a family takes the final decision. The table is shown in 

appendix 9. The results for the findings were 60,4% said that it was a joint decision. 

Based on Bravo Tours earlier research my fourth hypothesis is: 

 Hypothesis 4 is: “It is a joint decision to make the final decision about booking a 

 specific holiday” 

Decision-making process: 

On the background of Bravo Tours research about decision-making showed in appendix 10, we see 

that the most important factors seems to be the place of the hotel and the description on the website. 

Hence, I made the fifth hypothesis to be:  

 Hypothesis 5 is: “The most important factor when choosing a travel agency is the 

 place of the hotel, and the description on the travel agency’s website”. 

 

Step 3: Determine the best positioning 
 

The following step is about determining the best positioning for the brand, in this case Bravo Tours. 

The questions to consider in this case is whether the brand should reposition itself, looking at 

possible differential advantage, how the brand presents itself, what do they offer and what are the 

benefits for the target audience (Percy and Elliot, 2009: 88). 

It is important to determine the best positioning for the brand, and asking the questions what it is, 

and what it offers, in order to select the benefits that will position the brand in the best possible 

way. If the positioning is successful it will ensure the realization of the communication objectives 
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brand awareness and brand attitude (Percy and Elliot, 2009: 161). This can be seen in the general 

model of positioning, below: 

“General model of positioning: 

Address two critical questions about the brand: 

What is it? Answer provides the link 

between brand and category 

need 

Establishes brand awareness 

What does it offer? Answer provides the link 

between brand and benefit 

Establishes brand attitude 

 

“ (Percy and Elliot, 2009: 161). 

There are some things to remember when making effective positioning, which are to select the 

benefits that are important to the target audience. The benefit must be something the brand can 

deliver and preferably do it better than other brands. When the motivation for the purchase is 

positive, you should focus on emotional consequences (Percy and Elliot, 2009: 185). 

In this step, I will investigate the brand personality of Bravo Tours, how the customer perceive the 

brand, and whether Bravo Tours is perceived the way they desire to be perceived. Further, I will 

study what Bravo Tours is, what it offers, and how they can establish brand awareness and brand 

attitude. 

 

Step 4: Develop a communication strategy 
 

Step four is about developing a communication strategy which is made by first of all creating the 

communications objectives through choosing the wanted communication effects. The 

communication effects are those of: 

“Category need, brand awareness, brand attitude, and brand purchase intention” (Percy and 

Elliot, 2009: 89) 

It is about developing a communication strategy, which is where we create the communication 

objectives, brand awareness- and brand attitude strategies that is related to how our target audience 

makes decision about purchasing a package holiday. We will have to choose between recognition- 
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or recall awareness strategy, level of involvement, and motivation which will determine the brand 

attitude strategy (Percy and Elliot, 2009: 192). Here are some different possibilities when 

developing a communication strategy, according to (Percy and Elliot, 2009: 193): 

“Brand awareness: 

Target audience recognizes brand at point

 of purchase and remembers need 

Requires recognition brand awareness strategy 

 

Need occurs and target audience must recall 

brands that satisfy need  

Requires recall brand awareness strategy 

 

 

Brand attitude: 

1. Involvement is low – Motivation is negative  Requires low involvement informational 

brand attitude strategy 

2. Involvement is low – motivation is positive  Requires low involvement transformational 

brand attitude strategy 

3. Involvement is high – motivation is negative  Requires high involvement informational 

brand attitude strategy 

4. Involvement is high – Motivation is positive  Requires high involvement transformational 

brand attitude strategy” 

This study of a family purchasing a holiday package deal is a case of implementing a high-

involvement transformational brand attitude strategy. The decision to buy a holiday is a high risk 

decision because it involves risk and it costs a lot of money, hence there is required more 

information than with a low involvement decision. The target audience needs to identify themselves 

with the brand, and they must like the brand and believe that the brand can satisfy the need they 

have (Percy and Elliot, 2009: 217) 

 

Step 5: Set a media strategy 
 

The final step is to set a media strategy, where you must first choose the most effective 

communication options to carry out the message. The different medias are considered in relation to 

the communication objectives, to select the most effective one. This involves a careful 

consideration of the message to deliver, and the choice of communication. If the media strategy 
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fails, the target audience will not process the message, and there will be no purchase (Percy and 

Elliot, 2009: 96).  

When thinking about using direct marketing, there are some issues you should bear in mind, such as 

how you will provide the message, and whether it makes sense to use direct marketing according to 

the communication objectives of the brand (Percy and Elliot, 2009: 98). Some of the usual direct 

media include such as direct mail, internet, television, and telemarketing (Percy and Elliot, 2009: 

99). According to (Percy and Elliot, 2009: 228) there are some rules to follow in relation to the 

brand awareness, brand attitude, motivation and level of involvement: 

“When a brand awareness strategy is: 

Recognition brand awareness  Avoid radio because target audience can’t see package 

Recall brand awareness  All media are appropriate 

When brand attitude strategy is: 

Low involvement informational  All media are appropriate 

Low involvement transformational  Avoid radio because of need for visual content 

High involvement informational  Avoid broadcast media because of time needed to process 

message 

High involvement transformational  Avoid radio because of need for visual content” 

There are three important topics to consider when making sure that the media strategy fits the 

communication objectives. These three important topics are  

 Visual content 

 The time available to process the message 

 The frequency potential 

The visual content is crucial for recognition brand awareness because you need to be able to 

recognize the product at the point of purchase. Furthermore, it is needed for transformational brand 

attitudes, since there is a need to ease emotional authenticity. The time available to process the 

message, is crucial for high-involvement informational brand attitude strategies as it needs time to 

accept the message given. The frequency potential is crucial for recall brand awareness since brand 

awareness and brand attitude are always communication objectives, these are the ones that mostly 

determine the media selection (Percy and Elliot, 2009: 232). 
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The table below shows the media ratings on essential media selection characteristics (Percy and 

Elliot, 2009: 232): 

 Visual content Time to process 

message 

Frequency 

Television Yes Short High 

Radio No Short High 

Newspaper Limitations Long High 

Magazines Yes Long Limitations 

Posters Yes Long Limitations 

Internet Yes Long High 

Direct Mail Yes Long Low 

 

In my case of a family ordering a holiday, Bravo Tours is dealing with brand recall, as the family 

has to recall the brand when they decide to go on a vacation. When brand recall is the 

communication objective, the focus should be on frequency, as repetition between the category 

need and brand name is necessary and very important. If we look at the table above, you see that 

television, radio, newspapers, and the internet satisfy the need for high frequency (Percy and Elliot, 

2009: 233). 

The table below concerns the media selection options to satisfy brand awareness and brand attitude 

communication objectives (Percy and Elliot, 2009: 235) 

 Brand 

awareness 

recognitio

n 

Brand 

awareness 

recall 

Low 

involvement 

informationa

l 

Low 

involvement 

transformationa

l 

High 

involvemen

t inform. 

High 

involvemen

t transf. 

Television Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes 

Radio No Yes Yes No No No 

Newspaper

s 

Limitation

s 

Yes Yes Limitations Yes Limitations 

Magazines Yes Limitation

s 

Yes Limitations Yes Yes 

Posters Yes Limitation

s 

Yes Limitations Limitations Yes 

Internet Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Direct Mail Yes Limitation

s 

Yes Limitations Yes Yes 
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The new media: 
 

In modern time, technology has created new ways of bringing marketing communication messages 

to the consumers. The marketing departments are now both facing new opportunities and challenges 

with this change. Further, the mobile marketing has come into our world with a great potential. The 

important thing is that the new media should be selected with the same considerations as the other 

media channels, regardless of the technology. The technology will simply affect the efficiency of 

the marketing (Percy and Elliot, 2009: 239). 

E-communication objectives: 

E-communication is marketing communication through the internet. The e-marketer ought to focus 

on four specific areas when using digital tools. The first goal is to generate brand awareness which 

can be reached for example trough online advertising and viral marketing. The second goal is to 

shape brand image and brand attitude which is done by e-mail, online contest and online 

advertisement. The third goal to focus on should be generating trial which can attract brand 

switchers, and is achieved through mobile marketing, e-mail, e-sampling. The fourth goal to focus 

on is generating loyalty, and this can be reached by brand websites and virtual communities 

(Pelsmacker et al, 2010: 561-562). 

E-marketing tools: 

There exists a great variety of communication tools for marketers to use. One of them is brand 

websites which is a great opportunity to communicate with the target group, and further it is a way 

to make interactions between consumers. The brand website can give the consumer the opportunity 

to subscribe to newsletters, which gives the marketers a chance to better deliver the message. 

Furthermore the website can strengthen the positioning of the brand and increase the loyalty of the 

consumers. Another important tool is the search engine optimization (SEO) which is where your 

brand website pops up when you search for a specific product category. This is useful as this will 

create more visitors to you brand website. A third great e-marketing tool is online advertising which 

can be described as marketing messages placed on websites owned by another company. The most 

popular method of online advertising is banners, but there exist a lot of other formats as well. 

Online events and seminars are another e-marketing tool which is seminars and events published 
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online. Then we have advergames and online games, advergames provides a message like 

advertisement, which becomes a part of playing the game. Online games in the marketing field get 

are getting more attention. Game advertising have the objectives to build brand- and product-

awareness, driving traffic, and increase sales (Pelsmacker et al, 2010: 562-569). Another popular e-

marketing tool is viral marketing which is also called word-of-mouse, where people share their 

favorite brand on the internet. People recommend the brand and it has a strong effect among people 

within that product category. Some of the benefits are that people’s social networks are online, it is 

effective and it is almost free of cost (Pelsmacker et al, 2010: 572). The email marketing is also 

very effective and more effective than traditional web campaigns. Furthermore, it costs about 60 % 

less than another direct marketing campaign with print and paper costs. The campaign will be more 

effective if it involves an element of trust (Pelsmacker et al, 2010: 576). 

From Web 1.0 to Web 3.0 and further: 

The Internet as we know it has evolved from being exclusively a source of information to being a 

place to experience marketing, and a place to socialize with your friends and family. The social 

networking is seen on websites such as Facebook, MySpace and Twitter, where people share 

information about themselves. Also blogs are getting more popular where private persons and 

celebrities are writing about themselves, products and brands they use, ideas, dreams, and thoughts. 

A corporate blog is an effective way where to you can increase brand visibility, receive feedback 

from consumers, improve customer relations, and influence a public conversation about the brand 

(Pelsmacker et al, 2010: 585). 

According to (Rejsebureau Amazezig, 2013) some Danish travel agencies now give their customers 

the option to book their last minute holidays through an application for iPhone. Through customer 

surveys, they have figured out that customers find it important that the booking situation is easy, 

and therefore, they have developed a new application for iPhone that allows you as a customer to 

book a Last Minute Travel, before there is sold out. You can do this whether you are out shopping, 

on your way home from work or for any other reason is away from the computer. 

Tracking the effectiveness of e-communication: 

One very important thing within e-communication is to track and measure the effectiveness. The 

marketers can only improve the digital strategy if they know how the online marketing campaigns 

are performing and whether they achieve their goal.  
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Measuring website effectiveness: 

There are different ways in which the travel agency can measure the effectiveness of the e-

communication. One example is to ask the consumer for feedback on the website, however this will 

not give the travel agency a clear picture as the respondents will likely be the most extreme ones to 

answer back. Furthermore, a server log file can be used, which allows the travel agency to see how 

many clicks they have had on the website, or they can make surveys where the visitors can give 

their evaluation. (Pelsmacker et al, 2010: 592). 

Measuring the effectiveness of online advertising: 

How effective the banners in the online communication will be, depends on different things, for 

example the message to deliver, the location, and the implementation. The banner will be more 

successful if it is placed in a relevant media context. The important thing is to follow up on the e-

communication and look at the results, if it has more visits to a website, more brand awareness, 

higher brand equity, and higher sales (Pelsmacker et al, 2010: 596).  

As most of the world population lives within family structures and the family commonly make 

decision as a unit, the family decision-making has turned into a very interesting study area for 

researchers and for marketers. It is important within the tourism industry, that the marketers 

understand how holiday decisions are made within the family as a unit, and further how the people 

involved influence the decisions (Nanda et al, 2007: 107). The roles of husbands and wives as 

decision makers have been researched for a long time, and now the role of the children gets more 

attention. Marketers are focusing more and more on family purchase decision making to better 

understand the consumer behavior, and to use this for potential business opportunities (Nanda et al, 

2007: 108). 

 

The hierarchy-of-effect model:  
 

The hierarchy-of-effect model undertakes that a passage of things happens in a specific order. The 

consumers experience three stages in the marketing communication, the think-feel-do structure: 

 A cognitive stage which is the thinking stage where the consumer becomes aware and gain 

knowledge about the brand. 
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 The affective stage which is the feeling stage where the consumer forms his or her attitude 

towards the brand 

 A conative stage which is the doing stage where the consumer takes action in example 

buying the product (Pelsmacker et al, 2010: 86). 

 

There are different ways of looking at the hierarchy-of effect model: 

 

(Pelsmacker et al, 2010: 88). 

In the model above we see different ways of looking at the model. In the top right corner we see the 

feel-think-do version which is high involvement decisions but where less information is required. 

Here, the consumer will start the process by being emotionally enticed by the brand or product, and 

then he/she will gather information and at last take action. The feel-think-do is where the holiday 

category belongs along with categories such as jewellery and fashion. (Pelsmacker et al, 2010: 87). 

In the model below we see the steps of creating a media plan according to (Pelsmacker et al, 2010: 

265). This is another but similar way to explore the media mix by describing and understanding the 

target audience. I will also take this model into consideration in my analysis, when investigating in 

the right media mix.  
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It is also important to consider our target audience’s media behavior; in example do they watch a lot 

of television, listen to the radio, or surf on the internet? The media objectives that are used in the 

marketing communication should be realistic, concrete and measurable. It can be expressed in the 

characteristics in the model below: 

(Pelsmacker et al, 2010: 266) 

Frequency specifies how many times the target group is likely to be exposed to the message within 

a certain period of time. Total reach and weight is the number of consumers is likely to be exposed 

to the message during that period. Useful reach shows how many consumers are expected to see the 

message (Pelsmacker et al, 2010: 272). Continuity is the period of the advertisement, which has 

three possibilities. Continuous schedule is where the travel agency spend a continuous volume of 

money during the campaign. Pulsing schedule is where the advertising takes place throughout the 

entire campaign, but during some periods a higher level is used. Flighting schedule is where the 

advertising is divided into periods under the campaign period. In some periods there are no 

advertising and in other periods there are a high level of advertising when the demand is high 

Media 
Objectives 

Frequency 

Reach 

Weight Continuity 

Cost 
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(Pelsmacker et al, 2010: 275). Cost is the amount of money used on the media which is usually 

stated as cost per thousand, which is the cost of reaching 1000 people (Pelsmacker et al, 2010: 277).  

Media can cause growth in tourism strategies by doing different things such as expanding the 

culture of tourist fascinating, create public awareness and spread the information, and by changing 

attitudes and develop and strengthening the public opinion for socialization. Furthermore, there is a 

significant relation among the tourism development strategy and the presentation and functioning 

role of new media (Verdinejad et al, 2011: 807). 

 

Travelling Industry in Denmark  
 

As mentioned in the introduction, the holiday product category in Denmark is one of the most 

recession-proof categories in general, and the financial uncertainty does not seem to stop people 

from buying holidays. Holiday packages for young families with children are increasing as there is 

a comeback of the classic summer holiday and it is safe and comfortable for families (Euromonitor, 

2012: 1). Danish families want to save their money unless when it comes to summer holiday, where 

they forget all about their plans about saving and happily borrow money to afford a summer holiday 

(Euromonitor, 2012: 2). The demand factor in the holiday market with Danish tourist shows that 

more people took holiday in July and less people took holiday in March and November. However, 

Danish tourists travel more than before (Euromonitor, 2012: 10). 

Below the table shows the seasonal trips from 2006 to 2011 according to (Euromonitor, 2010: 11): 
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This table below shows people’s information source when deciding to go on holiday according to 

(Bonera, 2008: 17):  

Information source Less than 25 year 25-34 year 35-44 year 45 year or more 

Touristic catalogs  7%   

Brochures 7%    

Friends and relatives  66% 50% 78% 32% 

Tourism Magazines      

Internet 27% 7% 22% 43% 

Travel agencies   14%  25% 

Other   22%   

 

There are two major push motivations for tourists in Northern Countries travelling to a warmer 

climate, which are the weather and getting away from home. There are also other kind of 

motivations for going on holiday such as socializing, experiencing other cultures, doing activities, 

and getting away from your everyday life (Prebensen et al, 2010: 859). 

Families that buys holiday might have different motivations for travelling and respond differently to 

marketing communication. People often travel when they are pushed by intrinsic or extrinsic forms 

that affect people to travel, on the same time they are also pulled to destinations by external 

attributes. The push motivations can be such as socialization, relaxation, escaping for the everyday, 

and prestige. The pull motivations can be such as the culture, the weather, the attractions, and the 

marketing (Richie et al, 2010: 411). Normally push factors will need to be present before pull 

factors in order for the tourists to see the desirability of the destination (Richie et al, 2010: 412). 

If you should design a media strategy for a specific destination it is important to know the decision 

making process, the motivations and the attitudes of the consumers (Bonera, 2008: 3). The 

consumers’ motivation to travel is the most important part because without the interest to travel 

there would not exist tourism at all. The tourist motivation is what pushes a person to go on holiday 

which can be on both the conscious and unconscious level (Bonera, 2008: 7). 
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Bravo Tours: 
 

Bravo Tours is a Danish travel agency, established in 1998 and their aircrafts have been on the 

wings since March 1999, when Director Peder Hadi sent the first guests to Alanya, Mallorca, 

Golden Sands and Thailand. They have seen an incredible growth and are among the three largest 

travel agencies in Denmark with lots of destinations on the program. Bravo Tours has offices in 

Herning and Copenhagen and they have 80 employees. Their vision is to renew and develop 

themselves.  

Their daily mission is to get happy and satisfied customers. They are always ready in both their 

Danish offices and on all the destinations to help their customers get the full benefit from their 

desired vacation at any time. 

Bravo Tours define themselves as “holidays in Danish”, which means that, at all of their 

destinations you will find only Danish-speaking travel leaders. More than 120 Danish well-trained 

tour guides are year round ready to assist customers with questions and answers. Bravo Tours 

organize excursions, dinners and experiences. 

Bravo Tours has made some research about their target audience, which you can find in appendix 6-

10. Their media spend is about 33% television, 33% internet, and 33% print. They use commercials 

all year around but the message of the commercial is depending on the period and depending on 

where they need to sell travels. Besides that, they use social media in every aspect with Facebook, 

Youtube, Linkedin and Instagram. At Facebook they use the webpage by having two profiles; one 

of them is with special offers and last minute travels, the other profile is a Bravo Tours profile that 

contains image, personal customer stories, and campaigns. 

According to Jakob Tange, marketing chief from Bravo Tours (appendix 3), they do not use radio 

spots. They start around 9 months before the summer holiday starts. Bravo Tours also use viral 

marketing and SEO, and they use print media in different daily and weekly magazines. 
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Analysis 
 

In my theory I emphasized that the following model would be important for my analysis and that I 

intend to use this as a key-model in my paper. 

 

I will therefore go through these five steps in my analysis. However step 2 and step 5 are the two 

most important steps in order for me to answer my problem statement, hence I will be giving more 

focus to these steps. Step 2 will be able to answer my question about the consumer purchase 

behavior, motivation and decision making roles, as the step is to understand the target audience. 

Step 5 will answer my question about which media strategy will be the optimal for a Danish travel 

agency. 

In my interviews I wanted to ask questions in order to understand the families’ decision-making. In 

order to answer the first research questions, which is:  

“How are the consumer purchase behaviour, motivation and decision-making roles for a Danish 

nuclear family buying  package tourdeals from Danish Travel agencies in today's Denmark?” 

 

I believe the most important themes to go around in the interviews were the motivation for 

travelling, where they look for information, the decision-making roles and the decision-making 

process. I choose to ask about these themes in this particular order, as this is the natural order of 

how the situation is when booking a holiday; first you get the motivation, then you start looking for 

information. These two themes are easy to answer which will get the families to talk, and afterwards 

I could dig deeper into the decision-making roles and the decision-making process. The specific 

questions I asked under the different themes were inspired by my theory and hypotheses. I asked 

these questions in order to answer my hypotheses, and the additional questions were asked to get a 

better overview of the situation. 

 

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5

Select target audience Understand decision making Determine positioning Develop communication strategy Select media strategy 
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Step 1: Selecting the target audience 
 

In step 1, selecting the target audience I have chosen to look at the segment of Danish families with 

children, where the parents’ age range from 30-50 years, as that is one of the important segments 

for Bravo Tours, and I find it interesting to look at families with children in different age range. I 

have limited my paper to be this target group. According to the Marketing chief, Jakob Tange, 

Bravo Tours has two target groups, which are: 

"We are working with 2 segments. We work with families with travelling children, they are about 

30-45-50 years, and then we have the seniors or travelers without children and they can then be 

from 45 years and upwards.” – Jakob, Marketing Chief in Bravo Tours 

I have chosen to look at the target group with families with children as that is an important segment 

due to the fact that they often buy a holiday for 4 people so the quantity of sold travels are greater 

than if looking at couples. 

 

Step 2: Understanding the target audience 
 

In step 2, and this part of the analysis I will strive to answer my first question in the problem 

statement which is 

“How are the consumer purchase behaviour, motivation and decision-making roles for a Danish 

nuclear family buying  package tourdeals from Danish Travel agencies in today's Denmark?” 

To answer this question I have made ten interviews with Danish families buying package holidays 

and asked them about the themes; motivation for travelling, where they find information, decision 

making roles in the family, and the decision-making process. I will go through these themes one at 

the time.  

I will start out looking at the motivation for travelling: As written earlier, there are two major push 

motivations for tourist in Northern Countries travelling to a warmer climate, which are the weather 

and getting away from home (Prebensen et al, 2010: 859). According to (Bonera, 2008: 17-18) the 

major motivations for travelling are relaxing and leisure, knowledge and culture, socialization and 

escape. According to Richie, the push motivations can be such as socialization, relaxation, escaping 
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for the everyday, and prestige. The pull motivations can be such as the culture, the weather, the 

attractions, and the marketing (Richie et al, 2010: 411). Normally push factors will need to be 

present before pull factors in order for the tourists to see the desirability of the destination (Richie et 

al, 2010: 412). From my qualitative interviews I have made a quantitative table of the motivational 

factors to get a better overview of which factors are the most popular. 

 

As we can see in the table the two major motivational factors for travelling are the sunny weather 

and to be with the family. These two motivational factors are 100% so all the interviewees has 

answered, “wanna be with family” and “sun” are motivational factors to be travelling. Here are 

some of the quotes from the interviewees about the sun as a motivator: 

"If the weather is bad here at home, then my motivation to travel rises" – Betina, children 14 and 17 

years. 

"The weather here at home, definitely" – Birgit, children 13 and 17 years 

"It is summer and sun"-Brian, children 12 and 15 years 

"I need a lot of days with warm weather and sun" – Jakob, children 6, 8 and 10 years 

"It comes automatically when summer is approaching and you know the Danish summer weather is 

not entirely to be trusted" – Louise, children 2 and 4 years 

 

As I can analyze from the context of these quotes, everybody wants and needs to get some warm 

weather and sunny hours, because the Danish summer is not to be trusted with its sunny hours, 

people gets motivated to travel to a “sun safe” place. 
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The other highest motivator was “wanna be with family” and is therefore also very important for the 

families. 

 

"When you get away from everyday life and have more time for each other, you enjoy each other in 

a different way, and you are together for several hours a day" Betina, children 14 and 17 years. 

"In order to have time with my family and be together in a different way than in everyday life and 

enjoy my kids when they have fun." – Birgit, children 13 and 17 years 

"I think it's good for the whole family to get away together"- Brian, children 12 and 15 years 

"When you have small children, you want to experience something with the children, and see how 

they experience new things."-Daniel, 2 children under 7 years 

"Leisure and contact with my children and family" Therese, children 2 and 6 years 

 

People agree that it is a high motivational factor to go on vacation with their family because they 

are given the opportunity to spend more hours of the day with their children and husband/wife; you 

are together in a different way, and to get experiences and memories together with their family. 

 

The next three high motivational factors are to “get away” with 60%, make “new experiences” with 

70”, and if “friends are telling about their travels” also with 70 %. 

 

"It is time spent with family and children, and to have a break from everyday life" – Nicko, children 

2 and 6 years 

"To get some experiences and it is also great to get some warm weather, and experience something 

new and exciting" – Janne, children 2 and 6 years 

"If I get through Facebook or other friends hear about a trip or see some photos of someone who 

has been travelling" – Bjarke, children 8 and 12 years 

Hence these factors are also a motivator but some people; however it is the second or third thing 

they mention, after mentioning the warm weather and being with their family. 

 

The bottom motivational factors are “to relax” and being “work tired”, as Betina mention when I 

asked her what else motivated her: 
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"When spring starts and you are a little tired of working, I am thinking vacation" Betina, children 

14 and 17 years. 

 

Of these motivational factors the push factors are the weather at home, being with family, getting 

away, relaxing, work tired, and new experiences. The pull factors are the weather abroad, and 

friends telling about their travel. 

Another pull factor is the marketing about a specific destination. I asked the families about whether 

they got motivated to travel by different media points. Based on Bravo Tours research in my theory 

I came up with 

 

Hypothesis 1: “Most people get motivated by watching online banners and advertisement in 

magazines”. 

 

When I asked the families about motivation by media points, the most crucial motivator showed to 

be the television commercials. Look at findings in the table below. 

 

Motivation by media points: 

 

 

Here we can see that the media point that affects most people are television. There are 70 % that can 

get motivated by seeing a TV commercial, and I believe it is because people are visional. 
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"When you see the commercials on television with Mads Mikkelsen who jumps in the pool, then it is 

I want to do the same and it cannot go fast enough" - Brian, children 12 and 15 years 

"Primarily television, I need pictures" – Betina, children 14 and 17 years. 

”When I see a beach in Television” – Louise, children 2 and 4 years 

It is clearly that people can get motivated by TV commercials. However some people think that the 

TV commercials about vacations lack appropriateness. There are different reasons for why people 

do not get affected by TV commercials: 

 

"I can be motivated by hearing about someone going on a trip, but the advertisements on television 

- they do not concern me." - Birgit, children 13 and 17 years 

 

"I can be motivated by advertising, but I think many of the TV commercials are do not have has 

what it takes to motivate me" - Bjarke, children 8 and 12 years 

 

"It gives me no motivation to travel seeing a seaside hotel and a guide talking to the guests. For me 

it would be if they showed me some wonderful destinations where they showed me things that I 

could experience on the destination" - Bjarke, children 8 and 12 years 

 

Some people also get affected by internet, social media, and magazines. It is a common opinion that 

you get affected if you see your friends writing about travelling on the social media. 

"…if I through Facebook or other friends hear about a trip or see some photos of someone who has 

been travelling" - Bjarke, children 8 and 12 years 

 

It seems that no one is affected by radio spots, which was said by most people that they need the 

visional effect to get motivated to travelling. 

 

Hypothesis 1 about motivation by media points “Most people get motivated by watching 

online banners and advertisement in magazines” is not confirmed according to my research.  

I find that it is television commercials that have the best effect on families. 
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Information source: 

The next consumer behavior factor is where and how the consumers find their motivation. 

This table below shows people’s information source when deciding to go on holiday according to 

(Bonera, 2008: 17):  

Information source Less than 25 year 25-34 year 35-44 year 45 year or more 

Touristic catalogs  7%   

Brochures 7%    

Friends and relatives  66% 50% 78% 32% 

Tourism Magazines      

Internet 27% 7% 22% 43% 

Travel agencies   14%  25% 

Other   22%   

 

In this table, my age range is the one from 35 to 44 years. Here it says that 78% get their 

information through Friends and relatives, and 22% get their information from the internet.  

Bravo Tours also made a research about where people find information, which brought me to 

hypothesis 2: 

 

Hypothesis 2 “Most people search for holiday information on the internet”.  

 

In my interviews I asked people where they looked for information. The results show in the table 

below. 
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As we can see from my answers, they do not equal those of Bonera. 100% of the families answered 

that they found information for their holidays on the internet. Everybody has a common opinion that 

it was the effect of the new media picture, and the internet has made it much easier to look for 

information than ever before. However the hypothesis based on Bravo Tours research; 

Hypothesis 2 “Most people search for holiday information on the internet” is confirmed. 

 

Here is what some of the families thought of looking for information on the internet: 

"It's smart that you can just sit at home and get all sorts of information, or go in and book a trip at 

11 in the evening if that's what you want, so it means a lot. You are also free of waiting."- Betina, 

children 14 and 17 years. 

"The Internet is probably the most important thing - that you can go in and be inspired, and see 

what it costs and where to can go. I do not order a travel catalog, so it's easier to sit on the net"- 

Birgit, children 13 and 17 years 

"For 10 maybe 15 years ago, we would have visited a travel agent and got help and advice that 

way, but today it is easier for us to sit at home and see the different things on the Internet, read up 

on the different information and then take our decision that way through."- Bjarke, children 8 and 

12 years 

Another important thing in order to understand the behavior, is to explore when people are looking 

for information. Whether it is at morning or evening, workday or weekend, and how long before the 

holiday people start looking. I have made some tables of the answers to get an overview of when 

people seek information. 

 

When do you seek information? 
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We see that the most common is to look for information both in the weekend and in the workdays, 

but mostly at night. Many families answered that it was easier to sit and look for information when 

the kids was sleeping so there were no distractions. 

 

"Sometimes you just get the impulse for it. So it might be a night when the kids have gone to bed or 

it may be the weekend."- Bjarke, children 8 and 12 years 

"In the evening, when there is peace" - Janne, children 2 and 6 years 

"Together with my husband, it is usually in the evenings when the kids are asleep" - Louise, 

children 2 and 4 years 

 

The next factor in the information search is how long before the holiday takes place do families 

start looking for possibilities, which is important for the marketing strategy of a travelling agency.  

According to Bravo Tours and their research, you can see in appendix 11 how the families 

answered. It varies for some people but then there are more answers than one. The most common 

answer was about 5 to 6 months before the actual holiday takes place. 

When do you start looking? 
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Decision making roles: 

The next theme in understanding the target audience is understanding the decision making roles 

within the families. This is a very important step in the analysis. 

In a family there is different decision making roles when buying a package holiday. From Percy and 

Elliot, we earlier learned these roles to be in the stages of Need Arousal, identify possible holidays, 

choose holiday, book holiday, take holiday, and post-holiday. 

The two last stages are the whole family, and these 2 stages are not that important for understanding 

the target audience as are need arousal, identify possible holiday, and book holiday. 

Another way of showing it was this model below. It has the same points, but it uses different words. 

There are different roles for different step, and these can be taken by the wife, the husband, and/or 

the children: 

 

I have made a table of the decision making roles in the 10 different families and put them in a table 

to get an overview, and then I will go more in to depth with it. You can see the decision-making 

roles in the families in appendix 12. 

 

Need arousal: In an earlier study from Bravo Tours they looked into who took the initiative to 

travel, and on this background I made: 
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Hypothesis 3: “In most cases the woman in the house takes the travel initiative”.  

In the case of need arousal and taking the initiative to talking about a holiday it seems it can be both 

husband, wife, children or altogether. The families point out that it can be different from year to 

year who starts talking about holidays. As Betina says in her interview: 

"It is different where the need starts. We, as parents, would like to travel, we look forward to it 

every year and hope we have the money for it. The Children also ask because they hear their friends 

talking about it."- Betina, children 14 and 17 years. 

However it looks like the need arousal from children only appears as the children gets older and are 

aware of what a holiday is. The families that have small children believes they are too young to 

understand: 

"It is not so much the kids, as they are not that old yet. They just follow wherever we go. They do 

not have as much to say yet."– Daniel, 2 children under 7 years 

The families that has older children experience that the children has a strong desire to go on 

holiday: Quote Brian and Jakob 

"Our children will always like to travel" – Bjarke, children 8 and 12 years 

"The children are asking constantly whether we are going out to travel" – Jakob, children 6, 8 and 

10 years 

If we look at the table of my interviews (appendix 12), we can see that it is the “mom” that takes 

most initiative, hence; 

Hypothesis 3: “In most cases the woman in the house takes the travel initiative” is confirmed.  

However in the study from Bravo Tours it said that it was never the children that took initiative but 

my findings are that sometimes the children also get the need arousal and take initiative, though it is 

often when the children are older. 

 

Identify possible holidays: In 60% of the times it is the women that identify possible holidays, and 

gather information, and then show it to the husband and maybe the kids. The reason is that the 
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husband feels that the wife knows better in case of what is good for the kids, and that the wife is the 

boss in the house, or that the wife has the mental energy. 

"It is my wife, she's the boss" – Brian, children 12 and 15 years 

"The one who has the energy for it"- Janne, children 2 and 6 years 

"It's my wife who finds the possible holidays, and then we will talk about it when she has found 

some possible destinations. It's probably because she knows a little better what is appropriate for 

the kids."- Nicko, children 2 and 6 years 

In 10% the children also identify possible holidays but that is a case where the children are 14 and 

17 hence old enough to have an opinion and an idea of what they want.  

"We ask them regarding where we're going and we take into account what they want, and we know 

what wants and needs they have in relation to the age they have. It can be sports or youth clubs they 

can be in until midnight.” – Betina, children 14 and 17 years. 

In 30 % of the cases both parents are looking for possible holidays as they both want to have the 

opportunity to contribute with suggestions and thoughts when discussing holidays with each other. 

 

Choose holiday:  

Bravo Tours has done some research on, who in a family takes the final decision, which was 

showed in my theory part, and therefore the hypothesis about the final decision-making is: 

Hypothesis 4 is: “It is a joint decision to make the final decision about booking a specific 

holiday”. 

When it comes to choosing the holiday, the common opinion of all the families is that both the mom 

and dad are together in a joint decision making role and make the decision together. No one wants 

to book a holiday their partner would not like or accept. Furthermore, it is often a joint decision so 

one single person is not at risk to be blamed for a possible mistaken decision (Nanda et al, 2007: 

11). 
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"I could not enforce a proposal which my wife did not want to do, and neither would she." – Jakob, 

children 6, 8 and 10 years 

Hypothesis 4 about: “It is a joint decision to make the final decision about booking a specific 

holiday” is confirmed. 

However in some cases the wife thinks she has a stronger vote than her husband because of female 

luring ability and the reason that she can influence her husband to want the same thing as her, or the 

husband just want peace in the house: 

"If you ask me, I am the one who decides the most. I'm good at influencing my husband into having 

the same opinion as me"- Janne, children 2 and 6 years 

"It's me, because I know my husband. I get the vote and he gets peace."– Birgit, children 13 and 17 

years 

"I have more influence because of my female luring ability" – Louise, children 2 and 4 years. 

In some cases the children also has a vote, but that is in the case of older children, quotes.. 

"If we find 2-3 possibilities we think are great and where we think it would all 3 be good choices, 

we can let the kids decide ultimately where we're going." – Brian, children 12 and 15 years 

"I listen to the children. I know what they like to have, and of course, I keep that in mind when 

deciding where to go"– Jakob, children 6, 8 and 10 years 

The reason that the young kids do not get to decide is:  

"They are not that old yet, so they do not know what is good and what is bad" – Daniel, 2 children 

under 7 years 

 

Book holiday: In 40% of the case it is the wife that books the holiday. In these cases it is often 

because it is the woman who has most time on her hands, or because the husband is afraid of 

making a mistake if he books the holiday. 

(Why is it your wife that books the holiday?) "I think it is because I have long working hours, and I 

am often away in the evenings." – Daniel, 2 children under 7 years 
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"It's my wife ... She takes care of it so I don't have to think about it"– Nicko, children 2 and 6 years 

"It is also me. I think it is because my husband is afraid to make a mistake or do something wrong. 

So it's easier if I do it."- Therese, children 2 and 6 years 

 

In 20 % of the case it is the husband that makes the decision which is either because he earns the 

most money so he is the boss, or because they both agree that it is a guy thing to book the holiday. 

"It is my husband. It's a guy-thing, and he likes to do it"– Louise, children 2 and 4 years. 

"It is my husband who books the holidays. He earns the most money, so he is the one who controls 

the money and order the holidays"– Betina, children 14 and 17 years. 

 

In 40% of the cases, they book the holiday together because they want to do it together, and want to 

be sure they do it right and do not make a mistake when booking the holiday: 

"We like to do it together" – Bjarke, children 8 and 12 years 

"We are doing it more often than not together, so we are sure we get it right" - Janne, children 2 

and 6 years 

 

Take holiday: Both the wife, husband and children take the holiday together as it is important for 

the family to be together on the holiday; 

"I travel in order to get more time together with my family, be together in a different way than in 

everyday life, and enjoy my children when they are having fun" - Birgit, children 13 and 17 years 

 

Post-holiday: The post-holiday is for the whole family, and it takes place after the holiday when 

they are telling friends and family about their vacation. Then their friends and family will probably 

get motivated to travel themselves. 
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About children’s influence: 

According to the theory about children’s’ influence on their parents decision making, the children 

mostly influence the decisions that has a direct effect on themselves (Nanda et al, 2007: 113). 

Furthermore, the parents are more likely to listen to their children the older the children are (Nanda 

et al, 2007: 114). How the children influence the parents’ purchase decision making depends on the 

product, the stage of the decision, and the behavior of the child. Children have more influence on 

decisions that directly influence themselves, or when they are seen as experts in the area (Watne: 2). 

As they grow up and their interest and experiences grow, their requests will become more specific 

(Robinson, 2008). 

Looking into my interviews I find that it is taken into account what wishes and wants the children 

have according to facilities on the holiday. 

"We ask them regarding where we're going, and we take into account what it is they want, and what 

needs they have in relation to the age they have. It can be sports or youth clubs they can be in until 

midnight"- Betina, children 14 and 17 years. 

"We could never book a hotel or resort without a swimming pool because we know how much the 

boys enjoy the pool"- Brian, children 12 and 15 years 

"There must be a swimming pool, and discos and shops nearby, and the children get to decide that" 

-Birgit, children 13 and 17 years 

However, it is mom and dad who decide in the end. 

"We will listen to ideas at any time, and then we'll examine the ideas and look at whether it is 

something we want. If it's something we don't like, then it's probably not gonna be the case" - 

Bjarke, children 8 and 12 years 

"It's usually me and my wife who takes the final decision” - Brian, children 12 and 15 years 

It is a common opinion that the older the children are, the more influence they will have on the 

holidays 

"Their opinion means more now that they are older, than it has done before"- Betina, children 14 

and 17 years. 
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Those parents who have younger children don't listen as much to their children yet, but are aware 

they are going to listen more to the children the older they become 

"So far, while the kids are not older, it will be us who make the decisions about what we think we 

want them to experience. In about 5-6 years they will be old enough to get their wishes. But as such, 

there is not any of the children who have expressed any wish yet, other than just summer vacation"- 

Bjarke, children 8 and 12 years 

"Of course they will get more influence the older they get, and it is also obvious that they have more 

influence now." - Bjarke, children 8 and 12 years 

(Will they get more influence the older they get?) "Yes, of course, then they get their own opinion 

as time goes on and the older they get.” – Daniel, 2 children under 7 years 

 

One of the interview participants who has children in several ages tells that they all have demands 

but the elder child’s demand is a little more nuanced, so they get other requirements with age as 

they are better able to express what they want. 

"The largest have more nuanced requirements" - Jakob, children 6, 8 and 10 years 

(Do they get more influence the older they get?) "I think that certainly ... I guess it comes with the 

fact that they will be more conscious about things, and thus are better able to express what they 

would like to experience when they are on holiday."-Jakob, children 6, 8 and 10 years 

"As I said, they are not so old yet so they do not have so much influence. As long as we tell them 

there is a pool and a beach then they are of course happy" - Louise, children 2 and 4 years. 

 

The family with the youngest children has an idea of what ages her kids will start to get more 

influence leverage: 

"Before we begin to listen to them they must probably be a 8-10 years, until then it is the mother 

and father that determines the decision" - Louise, children 2 and 4 years. 
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Decision making process:  

The next important thing in understanding the target group, is to understand the decision making 

process when a family decides to buy a package holiday. More specifically I want to look into three 

things: what are the important factors when a family choose a travelling agency, what is crucial for 

the decision to buy the travel, and which media has a positive effect on the families.  

On the background of my theory about Bravo Tours’ study I made the final hypothesis about 

understanding target audience: 

Hypothesis 5: “The most important factor when choosing a travel agency is the place of the 

hotel, and the description on the travel agency’s website”. 

Based on my interviews, the below table shows, in percentage, the factors that the families have 

chosen as the most important factors for their decision-making in choosing a travel agency.  

What are the important factors when choosing a travel agency: 

 

The factors are ranged in the following order: 

1: Price 

2: Facilities at the hotel 

3: Friends’ recommendation 

4: The Hotels they offer 

5: Flights, previous experience and service from travelling agency 

6: Quality, Place of hotel: Close to beach and city 
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7: User friendly web side 

8: First impression of travelling agency 

 

As we see the most important factor for the families buying package holiday and choosing a travel 

agency, is the price of the holiday.  

"It is the price that is most important at the moment" – Bjarke, children 8 and 12 years 

"It's mostly the price, and how the pictures look" – Nicko, children 2 and 6 years 

"The price, Yes, only the price"- Therese, children 2 and 6 years 

"For our part, it will be the price that is the essential." – Jakob, children 6, 8 and 10 years 

Many mention the price as the first and the most important thing. Afterwards they mention other 

factors. One of the other high importance factors is what hotels the travel agency offers, that is has 

the right facilities, and that the hotel is nearby beach and city; 

"It all depends on how the hotel's facilities are" - Nicko, children 2 and 6 years 

"It is solely about what the hotel offers, what can the hotel offer us, so it has really nothing to do 

with the travel agency" - Janne, children 2 and 6 years 

"It matters where the hotel is placed in relation to the beach and town"- Betina, children 14 and 17 

years. 

"The facilities are possibly the most important for us, as we have small children" - Therese, 

children 2 and 6 years 

 

Many people value their friend’s opinion very high, and it is also the case in this situation. The 

families listen to what their friends and families say about their experience with different travel 

agencies; 
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"If our friends have had a bad experience, we would probably not contact that bureau, and vice 

versa if they have had a really good experience, it could easily be one of the companies we would 

seek out" – Betina, children 14 and 17 years. 

"If I hear that others have had a good experience with a particular travel company, talk about good 

service level, then it has great significance for which travel company I will investigate it. While if 

they come home and have had a horrible experience, the guides haven’t been present, the level of 

service has been in the bottom, and travel company has not been to get hold of, then it will not be 

that travel company I will contact" - Bjarke, children 8 and 12 years 

 

Another factor that some of the interviewees mention as important is the flight, which means if the 

flight is of good standard, and the flight time are appropriate for the family. 

"It matters what flight the travel agencies have agreements with. Some have agreements with poor 

aircraft carriers, where aircraft are in less good condition. There may be less room in the planes. If 

we have experienced long waiting periods at a holiday, we will take that into account the next time 

we travel." - Betina, children 14 and 17 years. 

"We would rather travel directly without any stops" - Louise, children 2 and 4 years. 

 

It is a high factor for some people if they had some good previous experience with the travel 

agency: 

"We start with a company where we have previously been, and have got a good experience from. It 

is the most important factor in the first place." - Betina, children 14 and 17 years. 

 

A few of the families mention the service from the travel agency as a factor of importance for 

choosing an agency, which means if they are real in relation to their descriptions of the hotels, 

whether they are polite at the travel agency, and the guides at the destination. Here is how one 

family husband describes it: 
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"In relation to the travel agency, it is important that we have experienced that the travel agency is 

real and honest in their descriptions of the hotel and the area on their website. When we come to 

the hotel it needs to match what we have read" - Bjarke, children 8 and 12 years 

 

It is also important for some families that the website is user friendly, which means it has a good 

overview, easy to maneuver, and the quality of pictures and descriptions; 

"The travel company has a website that is user-friendly and easy to search on" – Brian, children 12 

and 15 years 

"It depends on how their website is, if it is an easy overview, easy to navigate on the page, and how 

good the images are.” – Daniel, 2 children under 7 years 

 

Finally, one person mention that her first impression of a travel agency is important when she has to 

decide which one to travel with;  

"The service we got the first time we approached the travel agency and asked about their offers 

compared to the demands we set for our holidays. So first time impression also means a lot" - 

Betina, children 14 and 17 years. 

 

Hypothesis 5 “The most important factor when choosing a travel agency is the place of the 

hotel, and the description on the travel agency’s website” is not confirmed, as I find that the 

most important for people choosing a travel agency is price and hotel facilities. They also 

mentioned the place of the hotel and the description on the website, but not as the most important 

ones. 

The next crucial area in the decision making process is which factors are the most important when 

families have to decide for a specific package holiday deal. In this case I also gathered the factors in 

a table to get a better overview of which factors are most important.  
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What is crucial for the decision to buy a travel: 

 

Again price and hotel facilities are the two most important with 100 %, place of hotel with 60 %, 

quality, sun safe destination, and activities on the holiday with 30%, and the time of the holiday 

with 10%. The families started out mentioning price and facilities as the most important. Then some 

of them added some of the other factors.  

The last thing in understanding the target audience decision making process is to understand which 

media in relation to holidays have a positive effect on the decision making process. 

The table below shows the results, which I will clarify: 

Which commercials/media have a positive effect on you? 

 

We see from the table that the most effective media according to selling package holidays is the 

social media. By social media it is primarily Facebook, when their friends write something specific 

about a holiday they have been on, or a travel agency they have tried, or maybe a specific offer 

from a travel agency.  
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"We will be affected in the sense that, if I look at a friend's Facebook status where she has 

commissioned a travel via a particular travel agency and they got the journey for half the price, 

and you could go in and see it, so you could see in advance that it was a good place, then I would 

go into the travel agency and check whether they still had that offer" - Betina, children 14 and 17 

years. 

"It's more on the front with friends and acquaintances, if there is someone who has been an exciting 

place and then write about it" – Daniel, 2 children under 7 years 

 

Only one out of ten people in my interviews does not get affected by the social media. She explains: 

"No, I do not (get affected), I am too old for that" - Birgit, children 13 and 17 years 

 

80 % of the families answered that they get affected by television commercials. Some of them just 

get motivated to travel, where others are affected in a way that they seek out that specific travel 

agency.  

"I can easily be affected when I see a TV advertising" - Janne, children 2 and 6 years 

"Tv commercials awaken one's interest. Then I go on the internet and see what they offer." 

- Daniel, 2 children under 7 years 

"Then I go into the travel agency’s website if I think it's a good advertising ... If they show 

something that is children efficient" – Janne, children 2 and 6 years  

"It makes me want to travel. It is not the case that I'm thinking that I have to enter and check the 

specific travel agency" - Louise, children 2 and 4 years. 

However not everybody likes the television commercials and explain that if a television commercial 

should affect them to seek out the specific travel agent, they wanted to see a commercial with a 

specific destination, specific hotels and activities and a specific offer. Another one would like to see 

some core facts about the travel agency.  
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"It must be in a sober way. There are many in the travel industry today doing silly commercials 

with for example Swedish guides who do not understand Danish, or “here we understand it all”. It's 

not the appealing to me." - Betina, children 14 and 17 years. 

"If they came out with a great offer price wise, I would probably go in and look" - Birgit, children 

13 and 17 years 

"For me it would be an advertisement in TV or in a Magazine, it should be a detailed description of 

a destination and the opportunities and activities you can do there" - Bjarke, children 8 and 12 

years 

"There should be some hard facts, that is to say, some statistics, some feedback from other 

travelers. We all know there are made satisfaction surveys with people who have been on holiday. If 

I saw an advertisement that combined the great hotel with hard facts, for example that Bravo Tours 

are the best – like we have on punctuality from airline ... Then if there were some unofficial studies 

about different things with the various travel companies that they could tell that 90% of the guests 

was positive. It could affect me to take that company." - Brian, children 12 and 15 years 

 

Only 30% gets inspired by advertisements in magazines, and then the advertisement needs to show 

something really interesting in order to choose that travel agency, for example: 

"It should be an advertising that appeals to me specifically, for me to pick the travel company. They 

need to show some pictures of some wonderful hotels, white beaches, good restaurants, holiday 

mood in general." - Betina, children 14 and 17 years. 

"I can get influenced by a statement as: ”now there are 8 travels left to Rhodes for 995 DKK for a 

week" – Birgit, children 13 and 17 years 

"Often when we see the deals that are at the travel agencies, it is for 2 adults and 2 children, and 

when you have 3 children then comes immediately the thought; what does the offer include if you 

have an extra child?" - Jakob, children 6, 8 and 10 years 
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There are only 10% that get positively affected by banners on the internet. The most common 

opinion is that it is annoying.  

"On the internet it need to be a personal recommendation, Word of mouth, I can be bothered by the 

advertisement (internet banners and Facebook groups)" - Janne, children 2 and 6 years 

No one gets affected by advertisement in the radio, as people are more visual and do not get 

affected to travel by listening to a radio spot. 

"No, I'm visually brought. Radio advertising they will not do for me." - Jakob, children 6, 8 and 10 

years 

"No, it's mostly the visuals. It's the visual aspect that affects me." - Louise, children 2 and 4 years. 

To sum up the sub conclusions in understanding the target audience's decision making; the two 

major motivational factors for travelling are the sunny weather and to be with the family. 

Hypothesis 1 about motivation by media points “Most people get motivated by watching online 

banners and advertisement in magazines” is not confirmed according to my research. I found that it 

is television commercials that have the best effect on families. 

Hypothesis 2 “Most people search for holiday information on the internet” is confirmed. 

Hypothesis 3: “In most cases the woman in the house takes the travel initiative” is confirmed.  

Hypothesis 4 about: “It is a joint decision to make the final decision about booking a specific 

holiday” is confirmed. 

Hypothesis 5 “The most important factor when choosing a travel agency is the place of the hotel, 

and the description on the travel agency’s website” is denied, as I find that the most important 

factors for people choosing a travel agency are price and hotel facilities. They also mentioned the 

place of the hotel and the description on the website, but not as the most important factors. 

However not everybody likes the television commercials and explain that if a television commercial 

should affect them to seek out the specific travel agent, they wanted to see a commercial with a 

specific destination, specific hotels and activities and a specific offer. Another one would like to see 

some core facts about the travel agency.  
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Step 3: Determining the position 
 

The following step is about determining the best positioning for the brand, in this case Bravo Tours. 

The questions to consider in this case is whether the brand should reposition itself, looking at 

possible differential advantage, how the brand presents itself, what do they offer and what are the 

benefits for the target audience (Percy and Elliot, 2009: 88). 

According to Bravo Tours, they offer package holidays for families, and their mission is to give 

their guests the best holiday experience by giving the best service and being present (Bravo Tours, 

2013). 

In relation to price and quality, Bravo Tours position themselves to be: 

“Well I will say we are high quality at the right price" – Jakob Tange, Marketing Chief at Bravo 

Tours  

The below picture shows Bravo Tours’ position in the Danish Travel industry in relation to price 

and quality (Personal communication, 11 Apr 2013). 
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As we can see Bravo Tours has a little lower price and quality than their main competitors which 

are Apollo, Falk Lauritzen, Star Tour and Spies. Hence their package holidays should be appealing 

to the families that has price as the main priority. 

When I asked the families who they thought of as the big travel agencies in Denmark, they 

answered the travel agencies that came first into mind. See the results in the table below. 

 

We see that 70% thought of Spies, 60% of Star Tour, 40% on Bravo Tours, and 30% of Apollo. 

That means that Bravo Tours is number 3 in line of which travel agencies comes to mind, and only 

40% thinks of Bravo Tours when thinking travel agencies. 

Now, I will take a look at the brand personality of Bravo Tours. 

According to the marketing chief in Bravo Tours they rate they brand personality as 

“Sincerity: 4, Excitement: 3 Competence: 4, Sophistication: 2, Ruggedness: 1” 

They see themselves as being mostly sincerity and Sophistication, which are being honest, down-to-

earth, family-oriented, upper-class, and charming. 

When Jakob was answered to put his own words on their brand personality he answered: 

”Comfort, being present, and high service” 

Bravo Tours brand platform also shows how they want to be perceived. In their brand platform 

showed below, their four main stones are: “Feeling safe on the holiday, time for the guests, a safe 

choice, and experiences for everybody” (Bravo Tours, 2013) 
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I made a research a quantitative survey to investigate how people perceived Bravo Tours according 

to the five brand personalities. The results are in the table in appendix 16. 

We see that most people think of Bravo Tours as a brand personality of sincerity with 72,41%, 

which also is how they wanted to be perceived. However, 0% of the consumers thought of them as 

personality of sophistication which is also a personality they are aiming for. 

 

In the same research I asked people which brand personality they would prefer a travel agency to 

have. See the results in the table in appendix 17. We see that people buying package holidays 

mostly desire a brand personality of sincerity, which is also what they believe Bravo Tours to have. 

Furthermore, I asked the families what they knew about Bravo Tours. It seemed the opinions about 

Bravo Tours were very varied among the families. Some families did not know Bravo Tours at all, 

some families had a bad perception of Bravo Tours and others a very good perception and good 

experiences.  

"They are okay. I cannot remember them being different in relation to any of the other travel 

agencies we have tried" - Betina, children 14 and 17 years. 

"Bad experience of what I have been told by others, I wouldn't to travel with them" – Birgit, 

children 13 and 17 years 

"I have travelled with Bravo Tours 2 or 3 times and it has been good. The guides have been present, 

they have known what they talked about. Prices have actually been quite okay ... Bravo Tours is one 

of the first I check out" – Bjarke, children 8 and 12 years 

"I've heard good things about the company" - Daniel, 2 children under 7 years 

"Bravo Tours, no I have not heard about it” – Jakob, children 6, 8 and 10 years 

 

Conclusion of this is that they might focus more on brand awareness, and on the fact that people 

should know what they stand for.  
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Step 4: Developing the communication strategy 
 

Step four is about developing a communication strategy, which is where we create the 

communication objectives, brand awareness- and brand attitude strategies that is related to how our 

target audience makes decision about purchasing a package holiday. We will have to choose 

between recognition- or recall awareness strategy, level of involvement, and motivation which will 

determine the brand attitude strategy (Percy and Elliot, 2009: 192). 

With brand awareness Bravo Tours need recall brand awareness strategy, as the need occurs first, 

and then the target audience must recall brands that satisfy the need. 

The brand attitude strategy for a travel agency is  

“Involvement is high – Motivation is positive  Requires high involvement transformational brand 

attitude strategy” (Percy and Elliot, 2009: 210) 

This study of a family purchasing a holiday package deal is a case of implementing a high-

involvement transformational brand attitude strategy. The decision to buy a holiday is a high risk 

because it involves risk and it cost a lot of money, hence there is required more information than 

with a low involvement decision. The target audience needs to identify themselves with the brand, 

and they must like the brand and believe that the brand can satisfy the need they have (Percy and 

Elliot, 2009: 217) 

The sub conclusion for step four is that a travel agency should choose recall brand awareness 

strategy, and brand attitude strategy for high involvement transformational strategy. Looking at 

media, the best way to achieve these two are, according to (Percy and Elliot, 2009: 228), by 

following the rules about media in relation to the brand awareness, brand attitude, motivation and 

level of involvement: 

“When a brand awareness strategy is: 

Recall brand awareness  All media are appropriate 

High involvement transformational  Avoid radio because of need for visual content” 

These I will take into consideration in the next step, which concerns the media strategy. 
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Step 5: Selecting the media strategy 
 

The next and final step in the model is to choose an appropriate media mix for a Danish travel 

agency, in this case Bravo Tours. In this part, I will strive to answer my second question in my 

problem statement: 

“How is the optimal marketing and media strategy for a Danish travel agency in relation to the 

decision making roles?” 

First I will sum up the sub conclusions for each of the four other steps to get a better overview of 

my findings in order to make the optimal media strategy. 

 

In step 1: selecting the target audience I have chosen to look at the segment of Danish families with 

children with parents in the age range from 30-50 as that is one of the important segments for Bravo 

Tours, as they often buy a holiday for 4 people so the quantity of sold travels are greater than if 

looking at couples. 

 

In step 2: The two major motivational factors for travelling are the sunny weather and being with 

the family. Hence the media that are used to motivate people for buying holidays should involve 

these two factors. 

The media point that affects most people are television. There are 70 % that can get motivated by 

seeing a TV commercial, and I believe it is because people are visional. Therefore to motivate 

people to travel I believe television is an immensely important media point. However some people 

think that the TV commercials about vacations lack appropriateness. People do not get motivated by 

seeing commercials with a hotel and a guide; they need to see things from a specific destination and 

what you can experience there. So that should be taken into consideration when making the 

television commercial. People often start looking for holidays 5-6 months before, so that is when 

the motivational media points should take place; that is around December/January. 

Some people also get affected by internet, social media, and magazines. It is a common opinion that 

you get affected if you see your friends writing about travelling on the social media. An idea could 

be to give people a small discount or the possibility to win something if they wrote in their 
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Facebook status that they booked a wonderful holiday with Bravo Tours at a specific destination 

with pictures and descriptions. 

It seems that no one get affected by radio spots, which was said by most people that they need the 

visional effect to get motivated to travelling. Thus, there is no point of making motivational radio 

spots. 

When it comes to looking for information for the holiday, 100% of the families answered that they 

found information for their holidays on the internet. Furthermore, some explained the importance of 

the user friendliness of the travel agency’s website. Therefore it is important to have an easy 

website with many pictures and descriptions, and furthermore have a high SEO when searching for 

travels on Google. 

In decision making roles, I found that in most cases the wife are the one with the first need arousal, 

and also the one in charge of looking for possible holidays, gather information, and then show it to 

the husband and maybe the kids. Therefore the media concerning the internet and looking for 

holidays should be targeted on media channels for women.  

When it comes to choosing the holiday, the common opinion of all the families is that both the mom 

and dad are together in a joint decision making role and make the decision together. I find that it is 

taken into account what wishes and wants the children have according to facilities on the holiday. It 

is a common opinion that the older the children are, the more influence they will have on the 

holidays. Based on this information, the holiday has to offer something for the whole family, both 

mom, dad and children, and this should be clear in the description of the holiday, and in the 

advertisement. Someone put emphasize on the situation that most holiday deals are for two adults 

and two children, so it is important to be clear about what the advantage is for people with more or 

less than 2 children. 

The most important factors for the families when choosing a travel agency and when deciding to 

buy a holiday are the price and the facilities on the hotel. Bravo Tours position themselves as 

having the great quality for the right price. This is important to get that message out in the open, and 

furthermore to show in the commercials some specific holidays and hotels with all the facilities a 

family needs. I learned that TV and social media are the ones that has most positive effect on the 

families; 80 % of the families answered that they get affected by television commercials. However, 

some of them just get motivated to travel, where others are affected in a way that they seek out that 

specific travel agency. Not everybody likes the television commercials and explains that if a 
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television commercial should affect them to seek out the specific travel agent, they wanted to see a 

commercial with a specific destination, specific hotels and activities and a specific offer. Another 

one would like to see some core facts about the travel agency. It could be a possibility to show a 

great hotel with its activities and facilities with a special offer to lure them into the website, and 

then furthermore say in the commercial, what they write as the vision on the website:  

“With committed employees, and the guest in the Centre, we will always be The preferred tour 

operator in Denmark” (http://www.bravotours.dk/content/om-bravo-tours/bravo-tours-vision-

mission--vardier/) 

I learned that only 30% gets inspired by advertisements in magazines, and then the advertisement 

needs to show something really interesting in order to choose that travel agency; again a specific 

hotel with great facilities to a good price, which are what the families want. 

There are only 10% that get positively affected by banners on the internet. The most common 

opinion is that it is annoying. Thus, there should not be as much focus on internet banners, and 

more focus on television and Facebook.  

 

In step 3: In relation to price and quality, Bravo Tours position themselves to be high quality at the 

right price. When I asked people about travel agencies in Denmark, I learned that 70% thought of 

Spies, 60% of Star Tour, 40% on Bravo Tours, and 30% of Apollo. That means that Bravo Tours is 

number 3 in line of which travel agencies comes to mind, and only 40% thinks of Bravo Tours 

when thinking travel agencies. This might be a hint that Bravo Tours should focus more on brand 

awareness in their marketing media. 

When it comes to brand attitude, I asked the families what they thought about Bravo Tours. It 

seemed the opinions about Bravo Tours were very varied among the families. Some families did not 

know Bravo Tours at all; some families had a bad perception of Bravo Tours and others a very good 

perception and good experiences. According to the marketing chief in Bravo Tours they rate they 

brand personality as sincerity and sophistication, and in my research I found that people also find 

Bravo Tours to have a sincere brand personality, so that is in the right direction; we just need more 

people to think at Bravo Tours as one of the first travel agencies to check out. 
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In step 4: The sub conclusion for step four is that a travel agency should choose recall brand 

awareness strategy, and brand attitude strategy for high involvement transformational strategy. 

Looking at media, the best way to achieve this; for recall brand awareness all media are appropriate, 

and high involvement transformational strategy: avoid radio.  

When you have found the right brand attitude, in this case the high involvement/positive 

motivation, it will be easier to implement the correct strategy within media (Percy and Elliot, 2009: 

10). 

 

Step 5: The final step is to set a media strategy, where you must first choose the most effective 

communication options to carry out the message. The different medias are considered in relation to 

the communication objectives, to select the most effective one. This involves a careful 

consideration of the message to deliver, and the choice of communication. If the media strategy 

fails, the target audience will not process the message, and there will be no purchase (Percy and 

Elliot, 2009: 96). 

There are three important topics to consider when making sure that the media strategy fits the 

communication objectives: visual content, time available to process the message, frequency 

potential. Visual content is crucial for transformational brand attitudes, since there is a need to ease 

emotional authenticity. Time available is crucial for high-involvement informational brand attitude 

strategies as it needs time to accept the message given, hence not important for travel agency as that 

is transformational strategy. Frequency is crucial for recall brand awareness, which are important 

for Bravo Tours. To sum up, visual content and frequency are the important topics. As we see in the 

table below, are the media ratings on essential media selection characteristics (Percy and Elliot, 

2009: 232): 

 Visual content Time to process 

message 

Frequency 

Television Yes Short High 

Radio No Short High 

Newspaper Limitations Long High 

Magazines Yes Long Limitations 

Posters Yes Long Limitations 

Internet Yes Long High 

Direct Mail Yes Long Low 
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The two media selections that fulfill both criteria are the television and the internet.  

In my case of a family ordering a holiday, it is brand recall, as the family has to recall the brand 

when they decide to go on a vacation. When brand recall is the communication objective, the focus 

should be on frequency, as repetition between the category need and brand name is necessary and 

very important, and that involves high frequency. If we look at the table above, you see that 

television, radio, newspapers, and the internet satisfy the need for high frequency. 

The table below concerns the media selection options to satisfy brand awareness and brand attitude 

communication objectives (Percy and Elliot, 2009: 235) 

 

 Brand 

awareness 

recognitio

n 

Brand 

awareness 

recall 

Low 

involvement 

informationa

l 

Low 

involvement 

transformationa

l 

High 

involvemen

t inform. 

High 

involvemen

t transf. 

Television Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes 

Radio No Yes Yes No No No 

Newspaper

s 

Limitation

s 

Yes Yes Limitations Yes Limitations 

Magazines Yes Limitation

s 

Yes Limitations Yes Yes 

Posters Yes Limitation

s 

Yes Limitations Limitations Yes 

Internet Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Direct Mail Yes Limitation

s 

Yes Limitations Yes Yes 

 

Again we see that the internet and television fulfills both brand awareness recall and high 

involvement transformational strategy, hence these two should be the ones in focus. 

The new media: 

In modern time, technology has created new ways of bringing marketing communication messages 

to the consumers. The marketing departments are now both facing new opportunities and challenges 

with this change.  

E-communication is marketing communication through the internet. The e-marketer ought to focus 

on four specific areas when using digital tools. First thing is to generate brand awareness which 
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can be reached through example online advertising and viral marketing. Viral marketing is also 

called word-of-mouse, where people share their favorite brand on the internet. People recommend 

the brand and it has a strong effect among people within that product category. Some of the benefits 

are that people’s social networks are online, it is effective and it is almost free of cost. I also learned 

from the families that they listen to what other people think about the brand far more, than on 

internet banners. It is also important to have a user-friendly website as that is important to the 

families. 

Second area is to shape brand image and brand attitude which is done by e-mail, online contest and 

online advertisement.  

The third goal to focus on should be generating trial which can attract brand switchers, and is 

achieved through mobile marketing, e-mail, e-sampling.  

The last thing to focus on is generating loyalty, and this can be reached by brand websites and 

virtual communities. There exists a great variety of communication tools for marketers to use. One 

of them is brand websites which is a great opportunity to communicate with the target group, and 

further it is a way to make interactions between consumers. The brand website can give the 

consumer the opportunity to subscribe to newsletters, giving the marketers a chance to better deliver 

a message. Furthermore the website can strengthen the positioning of the brand and increase the 

loyalty of the consumers.  

Another important tool is the SEO search engine optimization which is where your brand website 

pops up when you search for a specific product category. This is useful as this will create more 

visitors to you brand website.  

A third great e-marketing tool is online advertising which can be described as marketing messages 

placed on websites owned by another company. The most popular method of online advertising is 

banners, but it seems that people are not that interested in banners, and see them to be irritating 

instead of effective. 

The Internet as we know it has evolved from being exclusively a source of information to being a 

place to experience marketing, and a place to socialize with your friends and family. The social 

networking is seen on websites such as Facebook where people share information about themselves. 

Also blogs are getting more popular where private persons and celebrities are writing about 
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themselves, products and brands they use, ideas, dreams, and thoughts. A corporate blog is an 

effective way where to you can increase brand visibility, receive feedback. 

From my interviews I see a tendency that people use the internet and the social media a lot more 

today than before. The families listen to updates from their Facebook friends, and to what strangers 

write about hotels and destinations on websites like Hotels.com and Tripadvisor. The marketers can 

use the social media to strengthen the brand awareness and brand attitude about their brand. This 

can for example be done by encouraging people to go on Tripadvisor or Facebook and write about 

their experience with the travel agency, and then they can win a travel. Or they can win something 

if they use Instragram and make a hashtag with the travelagency with their best holiday picture. 

To sum up, I will now show the optimal media mix according to my findings. I have made a media 

mix brainstorm to get an overview of the important factors (Appendix 15). For a start, Bravo Tours 

should not use any media on the radio as it requires visual content for people to get motivated and 

affected. 

The two media points that were most important for brand awareness recall, brand attitude, visual 

content and frequency are television and internet, thus I believe Bravo Tours should focus on these 

two. Within the advertisement, it should start around 5-6 month before the summer holiday, as that 

is when most people start looking. In relation to television it is crucial to show the motivational 

factors which are the sun and being with the family, and at the same time give people what they 

want to see in the commercials, which are; specific hotels, destinations, and facilities at a good 

price. This could be combined with some core facts for example Bravo Tours are the travel agency 

with 90% satisfied customers. 

In relation to which television channels and magazines Bravo Tours should use, it would be 

preferred with television channels and magazines that women watch, as they are the ones that often 

gets the need arousal and start looking for possible holidays, and then show it to her husband. 

According to the internet I learned from my findings that people are not excited about internet 

banners, so instead Bravo Tours should focus more on viral marketing, social media, user – friendly 

website, and a high SEO. 
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Some people also get motivated and affected by magazines, here the preferred advertisement would 

be the same as with television; specific details and pictures of hotels, price and facilities, whilst 

showing the motivational factors of being with your family and experience new things in the sun. 

To give an average on how they should arrange the media spend, I would, based on my findings, 

say 40% television, 40% internet, and 20% magazines. 

 

Bravo Tours current media strategy and recommendations: 
 

This part of the analysis is where I strive to answer my third and last question of my problem 

statement: 

How is Bravo Tours ' current media strategy and how can they do it differently to optimize it based 

on a family's decision-making processes? 

I will analyze and discuss whether, what Bravo Tours is doing with media strategy now is optimal, 

and make an effort to give recommendations for their media strategy. First I will explain my 

understanding of Bravo Tours’ media strategy, and then I will compare it to the findings of my 

analysis in step five.  

According to Jakob Tange, marketing chief in Bravo Tours, they arrange their media with around 

33% on Television, 33% Online, and 33% Print. In my interview with Jakob (Appendix 3), I was 

told that with the 3 different medias, they are equally important, as they accomplish different things, 

and Jakob would not do without any of them. He explains that they use equally time and money on 

each of the media. They use commercials all year around but the message of the commercial is 

depending on the period and depending on where they need to sell travels. Jakob Tange clarifies 

that the new media picture with the internet age is important, and that they use social media in every 

aspect with Facebook, Youtube, Linkedin and Instagram. At Facebook they use the webpage by 

having two profiles; one of them is with good offers and last minute travels, the other profile is a 

Bravo Tours profile that contains image, good stories, and campaigns. 
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According to Jakob Tange (personal communication, 13 Sep 2013), Bravo Tours do not use radio 

spots. He explains that Bravo Tours use primarily television and social media to build brand 

awareness and brand attitude. 

They start around September to send commercials for the summer vacations, that is around 9 

months before the summer holiday starts, and right after the latest summer holiday ended. The most 

important for Bravo Tours to create in their commercials are a likeness towards the company and 

their credibility and competitiveness. In relation to considerations of television channels, Bravo 

Tours follow the target groups they are working with. 

Besides television and social media, Bravo Tours use viral marketing and SEO, and they use print 

media in different daily and weekly magazines. 

Now, I will look into whether, if what Bravo Tours does in their media mix is the optimal solution 

according to my findings. 

first, I found that Bravo Tours should not use any media on the radio as it requires visual content for 

people to get motivated and affected, which they do not, so that is a match. 

The two media points that were most important for brand awareness recall, brand attitude, visual 

content and frequency are television and internet, which are the two media Jakob explained they 

used, hence here they are doing the optimal media mix in relation to my paper.  

Within the advertisement, it should start around 5-6 month before the summer holiday, and Bravo 

Tours starts already 9 month before, which can be discussed to be too early, as people do not 

already start looking because it is too far away from the summer holiday, and further they just had 

the summer holiday so the need for a new summer holiday is not started for most Danish families 

yet.  

In relation to television it is crucial to show the motivational factors which are the sun and being 

with the family, and at the same time show specific offers, combined with some core facts that they 

have 90% satisfied customers. However for Bravo Tours, the most important is to make the possible 

customers like Bravo Tours, and believe in their credibility and competitiveness. Of course these 

are also important aspects, however I find that it is more important to be specific in the commercials 

and give the customers what they like to see and hear; which are the motivational factors combined 

with specific offers and core facts. 
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According to media channels, I find that it would be optimal to show commercials in women’s 

magazines and before and after women’s tv series, as it is the women who often starts to look for 

possible holidays. When I asked Bravo Tours, they answered that they used the channels that were 

appropriate for their target audience; hence I must assume that they use the right magazines and 

television channels. 

According to the internet I learned from my findings that people are not excited about internet 

banners, so instead Bravo Tours should focus more on viral marketing, social media, user – friendly 

website, and a high SEO. I learned that Bravo Tours do use viral marketing and SEO, however I 

learned from my interview with Jakob that they use a lot of internet banners. I found in my 

interviews that people get irritated by internet banners; hence they should rather use more time and 

money on Facebook, viral marketing and SEO. 

Some people also get motivated and affected by magazines; here the preferred advertisement would 

be the same as with television; specific details and pictures of hotels, price and facilities, whilst 

showing the motivational factors of being with your family and experience new things in the sun. 

To give an average on how they should arrange the media spend, I would, based on my findings, 

say 40% television, 40% internet, and 20% magazines. Bravo Tours right now use 33% television, 

33% internet and 33% print (which I assume to be in magazines). I think they should use less on 

magazines and more on television and internet, as we also found these two to be most important for 

brand attitude and brand awareness. 

To sum up my recommendations for Bravo Tours that they do not already do, I recommend them to 

do the advertisement for the summer holiday 5-6 month before the summer holiday, and not as soon 

as 9 month before.   

In relation to television and magazines it is crucial to show the motivational factors which are the 

sun and being with the family, and at the same time show specific offers, combined with some core 

facts that they have 90% satisfied customers.  

According to media channels, I recommend showing commercials and advertisement at women’s 

magazines and in-between women’s TV series in the television or at a women television channel, as 

it is the women who often start to look for possible holidays.  
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According to the internet I recommend that they use less internet banners and more social media, 

viral marketing and SEO.  

To give an average on how they should arrange the media spend, I would, based on my findings, 

recommend Bravo Tours to use 40% television, 40% internet, and 20% magazines. I think they 

should use less on magazines and more on television and internet, as I found these two to be most 

important for brand attitude and brand awareness. 

 

Conclusion & Discussion 
 

In step 1 of my analysis I chose to limit the target audience to Danish families with children with 

parents in the age range of 30-50 years as that is one of the important segments in the travel 

industry, and I thought it would be interesting to look at families. It is an important segment in the 

travel industry, as they often buy a holiday for 4 people so the quantity of sold travels are greater 

than if looking at couples. 

 

Step 2 of my analysis was about understanding the target audience which answered my first 

research question. From my analysis it has become clear that the two major motivational factors to 

go on holiday for Danish families, are the sunny weather and to be with the family. Based on the 

existing theory I made  

Hypothesis 1 about motivation by media points “Most people get motivated by watching online 

banners and advertisement in magazines” which was not confirmed as I found that it is television 

commercials that have the best effect on families. The analysis has illustrated how people behave 

when looking for holidays. Most people look 5 to 6 months before the actual holiday.  

Hypothesis 2 “Most people search for holiday information on the internet” was confirmed. 

According to the analysis I saw that the most common is to look for information both in the 

weekend and in the workdays, but mostly at night when the kids was sleeping so there were no 

distractions. In terms of decision-making roles, when it comes to need arousal.  
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Hypothesis 3: “In most cases the woman in the house takes the travel initiative” was confirmed. In 

most cases it is the women that identify possible holidays, and gather information, and then show it 

to the husband and maybe the kids.  

Hypothesis 4 about: “It is a joint decision to make the final decision about booking a specific 

holiday” was confirmed, as no one wants to book a holiday their partner would not like or accept. In 

many cases they book the holiday together because they want to be sure they do it right and do not 

make a mistake when booking the holiday. About children’s influence, it is a common opinion that 

the older the children are, the more influence they will have on the holidays. From my analysis, I 

found that in terms of decision-making process;  

Hypothesis 5 “The most important factor when choosing a travel agency is the place of the hotel, 

and the description on the travel agency’s website” is not confirmed, as I find that the most 

important for people choosing a travel agency is price and hotel facilities. My analysis showed that 

the most effective media according to selling package holidays is the social media, and primarily 

Facebook; when their friends write something specific about a holiday they have been on. Many 

also get affected by television commercials. However not everybody likes the television 

commercials and explain that if a television commercial should affect them to seek out the specific 

travel agent, they wanted to see a commercial with a specific destination, specific hotels and 

activities and a specific offer, or some core facts about the travel agency. I found that only 10% that 

get positively affected by banners on the internet. The most common opinion is that it is irritating.  

Hypothesis 1 and 5 was not confirmed; I found different results than Bravo Tours. My reflections 

about the differences of my results and the results from Bravo Tours are that it is difficult to say 

why exactly the results are different. It could be because of bias in the data collection, it could be 

that we see new tendencies, or maybe the target group for Bravo Tours has been different. 

 

Step 3 of my analysis showed that top of mind brands for the families, 70% thought of Spies, 60% 

of Star Tour, 40% on Bravo Tours, and 30% of Apollo. That means that Bravo Tours is number 3 in 

line of which travel agencies comes to mind, and only 40% thinks of Bravo Tours when thinking 

travel agencies. Furthermore, I learned that most people think of Bravo Tours as a brand personality 

of sincerity with 72,41%, which also is how they wanted to be perceived. However, some families 

did not know Bravo Tours at all and some families had a bad perception of Bravo Tours, hence they 
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should focus more on brand awareness, and on the fact that people should know what they stand 

for.  

 

Step 4 in my analysis presented that a travel agency should choose recall brand awareness strategy, 

and brand attitude strategy for high involvement transformational strategy. Looking at media, the 

best way to achieve these two were all media but radio as it requires visual content.  

Last step, Step 5, was where my second research question got answered. The analysis revealed that 

Bravo Tours should not use radio as it requires visual content for people to get motivated and 

affected. In terms of media points, the two most important for brand awareness recall, brand 

attitude, visual content and frequency are television and internet, thus Bravo Tours should focus on 

these two. The advertisement should start 5-6 month before the summer holiday, as that is when 

most people start looking for holidays. In relation to television it is crucial to show the motivational 

factors which are the sun and being with the family, and at the same time give people what they 

want to see in the commercials, which are; specific hotels, destinations, and facilities at a good 

price. This could be combined with some core facts that example Bravo Tours are the travel agency 

with 90% satisfied customers. Bravo Tours ought to be showing television commercials on female 

channels and advertise in female magazines, as they, in most cases are the ones that experience need 

arousal and start looking for possible holidays. From my analysis, it became clear that people are 

not excited about internet banners, so instead Bravo Tours should focus more on viral marketing, 

social media, user–friendly website, and a high SEO. When advertising in magazines, the preferred 

advertisement would be the same as with television; specific details and pictures of hotels, price and 

facilities, whilst showing the motivational factors of being with your family and experience new 

things in the sun. My analysis came up with an average on how they should arrange the media 

spend, I would, based on my findings, say 40% television, 40% internet, and 20% magazines. 

 

The last part of my analysis which concerns Bravo Tours current media strategy and 

recommendations is answering my last research question. I present Bravo Tours current media 

strategy, which is arranged with around 33% on Television, 33% Online, and 33% Print. Bravo 

Tours do not use radio spots, and they primarily use television and social media to build brand 

awareness and brand attitude. They start their advertising for the summer holiday in September. The 
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most important for Bravo Tours to create in their commercials are a favor towards the company and 

to show their credibility and competitiveness. In relation to considerations of television channels, 

Bravo Tours follow the target groups they are working with. Bravo Tours also use viral marketing 

and SEO, and further they use print media in different daily and weekly magazines. 

In terms of recommendations for Bravo Tours in my analysis, I suggest keeping the media strategy 

with not using radio spots, and keep using television and internet as the most important for brand 

awareness recall, brand attitude, visual content and frequency. Within the advertisement, I suggest 

Bravo Tours to start around 5-6 month before the summer holiday, as the 9 month before they are 

doing now can be discussed to be too early, as people do not already start looking so close to the 

latest holiday and so far from the next. My recommendations in relation to television is, that it is 

crucial to show the motivational factors which are the sun and being with the family, and at the 

same time show specific offers, combined with some core facts that they have 90% satisfied 

customers. According to media channels, I learned that it would be optimal to show commercials in 

women’s magazines and in-between women’s TV series, as it is the women who often start to look 

for possible holidays. When I asked Bravo Tours, they answered that they used the channels that 

were appropriate for their target audience; hence I must assume that they use the right magazines 

and television channels. My recommendations for the internet are that they should use less internet 

banners and focus more on viral marketing, social media, user–friendly website, and a high SEO, as 

these are the ones that promote their brand awareness and brand attitude, where internet banners are 

irritating to look at for the families.  

To give an average on how they should arrange the media spend, I would, based on my findings, 

recommend Bravo Tours to use 40% television, 40% internet, and 20% magazines. I think they 

should use less on magazines and more on television and internet, as I found these two to be most 

important for brand attitude and brand awareness. 
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Perspective: 
 

A future research topic in this industry will be to do the same study on a different segment, for 

example with the elderly, or couples without children, as these segments behave differently than 

families with children. Couples without children, either younger or elderly, behave different than 

families with children, as families with children have the children to take into account. They need to 

be somewhere that is children friendly, and they have to pay for more people. Couples without 

children only have to pay for themselves and they can go on the holiday they want without thinking 

about whether it is a good place for children. 

Another interesting future research topic could be to look at this study in other industries. However, 

because of the time limit I choose to focus on one target audience. I learned from Bravo Tours they 

had 2 different segments which were families with children where the parents are in the age range 

from 30-50, and the other segment is seniors without children and they are in the age range from 45 

years and upwards. 

I chose the one with families with children because it is an important segment in the travel industry, 

as they often buy a holiday for 4 people so the quantity of sold travels are greater than if looking at 

couples, but future research could be to do it on another segments, for example couples without 

children or older people. 

I believe my study can be used for families with children in other similar industries or industries 

that are also of high involvement transformational because that would be likely to be the same 

decision making roles. Here can be mentioned industries like the perfume industry, fashion clothing 

industry, car industry, and jewellery industry. 
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Appendix: 
 

Appendix 1: Profiles of interviewees 
 

Person 1: 

Name: Betina 

Age: 45 years 

City: Herlev 

Job: Course Coordinator 

Children: Son 17 years, daughter 14 years 

Married: Husband, 46 years, attorney 

Person 2: 

Name: Birgit 

Age: 39 years 

City: Valby 

Job: Caseworker in Labor Union 

Children: daughter 14 years, daughter 17 years 

Married: Husband, 44 years, postman 

Person 3: 

Name: Bjarke 

Age: 38 years 

City: Hvidovre 

Job: Psychologist 
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Children: Son 12 years, daughter 8 years 

Married: Wife, Works with Human Resources 

Person 4: 

Name: Brian 

Age: 38 years 

City: Gentofte 

Job: CFO  

Children: Son 12 years, son 15 years  

Married: Wife, chef 

Person 5: 

Name: Daniel  

Age: 35 years 

City: Hjørring 

Job: Police officer 

Children: 2 daughters under 7 years 

Married: Wife works in a shop 

Person 6: 

Name: Jakob 

Age: 45 years 

City: Kastrup 

Job: Simplification officer in SAP 

Children: Son 6 years, son 8 years, son 10 years 
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Married: Wife, 43 years, sales coordinator 

Person 7: 

Name: Janne 

Age: 36 years 

City: Lønstrup 

Job: Photographer 

Children: 2 daughters, 2 years, and 6 years 

Married: Husband, Chef 

Person 8: 

Name: Louise 

Age: 34 years 

City: Allerød 

Job: No job 

Children: 2 children at the age 3 and 5. 

Married: Husband, 37 years, Resource Manager 

Person 9: 

Name: Nicko  

Age: 38 years 

City: Stenløse 

Job: Carpenter 

Children: 2 children at the age 2 and 6. 

Married: Wife works in a hospital, 34 years 
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Person 10: 

Name: Therese 

Age: 36 years 

City: Ballerup 

Job: Educator 

Children: 2 children at the age 2½ and 6½. 

Married: Husband, 38 years, craftsman 

 

Appendix 2: Quotes from interviews with families 

Betina:  

Om motivation 

”Når foråret starter og man er lidt arbejdstræt så tænker man ferie” 

”Primært fjernsyn, jeg skal se billeder” 

”hvis vejret er dårligt herhjemme, så stiger min rejselyst endnu mere!” 

”Når man kommer væk fra hverdagen har man mere tid til hinanden, man hygger sig sammen på en 

anden måde, og man er sammen i flere timer i døgnet” 

Om information: 

”Vi gør flere ting. Vi starter med at kigge på nette og se hvad der er der. Når vi så har besluttet hvor 

i verden vi vil hen, så kontakter vi et rejse bureau og høre hvilke tilbud de har.” 

”Det er altid godt at have noget tid at gå at glæde sig i. Forventningens glæde er stor.” 

Om decision-making roles: 

Need arousal: 
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“Det er forskelligt hvor det starter henne. Vi som forældre vil gerne, vi ser frem til det hvert år og 

håber økonomien er til det.  Børnene spørger, og det tror jeg ligeså meget handler om hvad skal 

vennerne.” 

”I første omgang er det os der beslutter og bestemmer om økonomien er til det, men jeg tror også vi 

bliver overtalt et langt sted hen ad vejen fordi vi synes det er fedt at holde ferie og ser hvor meget 

vores børn hygger sig” 

Choose destination: 

”Der er demokrati, men vores stemme betyder mere end børnenes” 

Book holiday 

”Det er min mand der booker ferien. Det er ham der tjener flest penge, så det er ham der styrer 

kassen og bestiller ferien”  

Om børn: 

”Vi spørger dem mht hvor vi skal hen og vi tager hensyn til hvad det er de gerne vil, hvad det er for 

nogle ønsker og behov de har i forhold til den alder de har. Det kan være sports aktiviteter eller 

ungdomsklubber de kan være i til midnat. 

”Deres mening betyder mere nu hvor de er ældre end det har gjort før” 

Om decision-process: 

”Det betyder noget hvor hotellet ligget i forhold til strand og by” 

”Det betyder noget hvad for et fly- Nogle rejse bureauer har aftaler med dårlige fly selskaber, hvor 

flyene er i mindre god stand. Der kan være mindre plads i flyene. Det kan være vi har oplevet lange 

vente tider på et tidspunkt og det tager vi hensyn til næste gang vi rejser!” 

”Hvilken betjening vi har fået 1. gang vi har henvendt os for at spørge til hvad har I af tilbud i 

forhold til de krav vi sætter til ferien. Så 1. gang indtrykket betyder også meget!” 

”Jeg synes ofte pris og kvalitet hænger sammen” 

”Vi har aldrig købt afbuds rejse. Vi ville være bange for der ikke var noget godt når vi skulle 

afsted” 
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”Vi starter hos et selskab hvor vi tidligere har været og fået en god oplevelse. Det er den vigtigste 

faktor i første omgang.” 

Sociale medier: 

”Man bliver påvirket på den måde, at hvis jeg ser på en vens facebook status at nu havde de bestilt 

rejse via et bestemt rejse bureau og de havde fået rejsen til halv pris, og man kunne gå ind og se 

hotellet, og se de ting der var omkring hotellet så man kunne se på forhånd at det var et godt sted og 

man fik det til halv pris. Så derfor gik jeg ind på det rejse bureau og tjekkede om de stadig havde 

flere af de rejser.”  

”Hvis vores venner havde haft en dårlig oplevelse ville vi nok ikke kontakte det bureau, og omvendt 

hvis de havde haft en rigtig god oplevelse, kunne det godt være et af de selskaber vi ville opsøge”. 

Commercials: 

”Det skal være en reklame der tiltaler mig helt specielt for at jeg skal vælge det rejseselskab. De 

skal vise nogle billeder af nogle lækre hoteller, lækre strande, gode restauranter, ferie stemning i det 

hele taget.” 

”Det skal være på en sober måde. Der er mange i rejse branchen i dag som laver fjollede reklamer i 

forhold til svenske guider der ikke forstår dansk, eller her forstår vi det hele. Det er ikke det der 

tiltaler mig.” 

Indtryk af Bravo Tours: 

”Det er udmærket. Jeg kan ikke huske de har skilt sig ud specielt i forhold til nogen af de andre vi 

har prøvet” 

Hvem ser du som de store rejseselskaber i Danmark: 

”Bravo Tours, Spies” 

Det nye medie billede: 

”Det betyder absolut noget. Det er smart at man bare kan sidde hjemme i sin stue og få alverdens 

oplysninger, eller gå ind og bestille en rejse kl. 23 om aftenen hvis det er det man gerne vil. Så det 

betyder meget mere. Man er også fri for ventetider.” 
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”Det er nemmere at finde ud af hvor meget der stadig er tilbage, hvad der er ledigt, og hvad det 

koster. Man kan gå ind at se billeder af værelserne og området. Man kan læse om destinationen man 

skal frem til” 

 

Birgit:  

Om motivation: 

”Det er vejret herhjemme, helt bestemt” 

”Jeg kan blive motiveret af at høre om nogen der skal ud at rejse, men reklamerne i fjernsynet er jeg 

lidt ligeglad med – de kommer ikke mig ved.” 

”For at få fritid sammen med min familie, og være sammen på en anden måde end i hverdagen, og 

nyde mine unger når de har det sjovt.” 

Om information: 

”Vi går ind og kigger på de forskellige rejsebureauer for at se hvor man får mest for pengene” 

Om decision-making roles: 

Need arousal: 

“Det er mest mig. Det er fordi jeg er tidligst ude” 

Choose destination: 

”Vi er bundet af Grækenland, så det er Grækenland hvert år” 

Hotel: ”Det er mig fordi jeg kender min mand. Jeg får ret og han får fred.” 

Book holiday 

”Vi tager sammen ind og bestiller rejsen. Hvis der er noget der er udsolgt eller der er ændringer, så 

er det nemmere at tage ind til rejse selskabet end at bestille på nettet” 

Om børn: 
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”Omkring hvilket hotel det beslutter far og mor. Børnene har ikke noget at skulle have sagt, Ikke en 

bønne” 

”Der skal være swimmingpool, og der må gerne være diskoteker og butikker i nærheden, og det får 

de lov til at bestemme” 

Om decision-process: 

Sociale medier: 

”Nej det gør jeg ikke (bliver påvirket), det er jeg for voksen til” 

Commercials: 

”Det kan da godt være ubevidst at det er det der gør man føler trang til det. Jeg kan da godt sidde og 

kigge på et billede og tænke: Åhh bare jeg snart skulle afsted. Men det notere jeg ikke inde i mig 

selv at det er nok reklamen der gør det.” 

”Hvis man kom ud med et knald tilbud rent pris mæssigt, og det så fantastisk ud det de viste man 

kunne få for pengene, så ville jeg nok gå ind og kigge hvad det var for noget” 

”Jeg kan godt tiltales af at de skriver: Nu er der 8 rejser tilbage til Rhodos for 995 kroner for en 

uge” 

Indtryk af Bravo Tours: 

”Dårlige erfaringer af hvad jeg har fået af vide af andre, så dem kunne jeg ikke finde på at rejse 

med”” 

Hvem ser du som de store rejseselskaber i Danmark: 

”Apollo, Spies, Star Tour” 

Det nye medie billede: 

”Internettet er nok det vigtigste, at man kan gå ind og blive inspireret og se hvad det koster og hvor 

man kan komme hen. Jeg gider ikke sidde og bladre i et rejse katalog, så er det nemmere at sidde på 

nettet” 
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Bjarke:  

Om motivation 

”Hvis jeg gennem facebook eller andre venner hører om en rejse, eller ser nogle billeder fra nogen 

der har været ude at rejse” 

”Jeg kan godt blive motiveret af reklamer, dog synes jeg mange af de reklamer der er, er ikke det 

der får mig til at få lysten” 

”Det giver mig ikke lysten at se et badehotel og en guide stå at fortælle et eller andet. For mig ville 

det være hvis de viste mig nogle lækre rejsemål hvor de viste mig ting der er at opleve på 

destinationen” 

Om information: 

”Vi kigger priser hos de forskellige, på de forskellige rejsemål. Som udgangspunkt har vi ikke et 

bestemt rejsemål vi har sat os for.” 

”Nogen gange får man lige impulsen til det. Så kan det være en aften når børnene er gået i seng 

eller det kan være i weekenden.” 

”Hvis det er hverdage så er det nok ikke før 8-9 tiden om aftenen, og i weekenden, jamen der er 

ikke nogen tidsramme, der kan det være når som helst.” 

”Jeg kan ikke sætte et tidspunkt på hvordan det er hver gang. Nogen gange er det 3 måneder før, 

andre gange kan det være 6 måneder eller et år før. Det handler mere om hvornår man får ideen og 

impulsen til det” 

Om decision-making roles: 

Need arousal: 

“Børnene vil altid gerne ud at rejse” 

Identify holiday/Choose destination: 

”Min kone er bedre til at få startet det op og sige nu går vi I gang med at kigge” 

”Vi har ikke noget favorit (rejse selskab) eller nogen vi som udgangspunkt helst vil rejse med. Det 

er meget afhængigt af pris, og til dels vil jeg faktisk også sige service niveauet.” 
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Book holiday 

“Vi kan godt lide at side og gøre det sammen” 

Om børn: 

”Selvfølgelig vil det vægte højt (at børnene gerne vil på ferie) men i sidste ende handler det om der 

er penge til det eller ej.” 

”Indtil videre, mens børnene ikke er ældre, så bliver det os der tager beslutningerne om hvad vi 

synes vi godt vil have dem ud at opleve.  Om 5-6 år der er de efterhånden så gamle at vi også vil 

prøve at lytte til deres ønsker. Men som sådan er der ikke nogen af dem der har ytret nogen ønsker 

endnu, andet end bare sommerferie” 

”Vi vil til hver en tid lytte til ideer (fra børnene), og så vil vi undersøge de ideer, og se på om det er 

noget vi har lyst til. Hvis det er noget vi ikke har lyst til, så bliver det formentlig ikke sådan”  

”Selvfølgelig kommer de til at få mere indflydelse jo ældre de bliver, og et eller andet sted er det 

også åbenlyst at de har mere indflydelse nu i og med de selv engang i mellem har en ide. Da de var 

helt små var der ikke nogen af dem der havde en ide om ferier og hvad det betød”  

”Selvfølgelig har det også en indflydelse (Børneaktiviteter) og havde det i større grad for nogle år 

siden da børnene var mindre.” 

”Vi vil nok ikke vælge et sted lige i øjeblikket uden der bare er en lille smule for børn.  

Om decision-process: 

At vælge rejse bureau: 

”I forhold til rejse bureau, sådan nogle ting som hvem har vi oplevet er mest reelle og ærlige i deres 

beskrivelser af hotellet og området på deres hjemmeside da vi købte rejsen. Matcher det det vi har 

læst” 

”Det er prisen der er vigtigst lige i øjeblikket” 

Sociale medier: 

”For mig spiller det en stor rolle. Hvis jeg hører at andre har haft en god oplevelse med et bestemt 

rejse selskab, snakker om godt service niveau, så har det stor betydning for at så kunne det være vi 
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skulle undersøge det. Samtidigt hvis de kommer hjem og har haft en horibel oplevelse, og guider 

nærmest ikke har været til stede og service niveauet har været i bund, og rejse selskabet har ikke 

været til at få fat på, så kan det godt være det ikke er dem vi skal rejse med” 

Commercials: 

”De reklamer der kører, er ikke nogen der tiltrækker mig” 

”For mig ville en reklame i TV, eller i et Magazin, skulle det være en nærmere beskrivelse af en 

destination og de muligheder og aktiviteter man kunne lave” 

”hverken reklamer eller noget har indflydelse på om jeg går ind og tjekker (deres hjemmeside) eller 

ej” 

Indtryk af Bravo Tours: 

”Nu har jeg rejst med Bravo Tours 2 eller 3 gange og der har mit indtryk været godt. Guiderne har 

været til stede, de har vidst hvad de snakkede om. Priserne har faktisk været helt okay ” 

”Bravo Tours er en af de første jeg tjekker!” 

Hvem ser du som de store rejseselskaber i Danmark: 

”Apollo, Star Tour, Spies og Bravo” 

Det nye medie billede: 

”For 10 måske 15 år tilbage der ville vi have opsøgt et rejsebureau og fået hjælp og rådgivning den 

vej, men i dag er det lettere for os at sidde herhjemme og se de forskellige ting på internettet, gå ind 

at læse på de forskellige informationer, og så tage vores beslutning den vej i gennem.” 

”Det er helt klart nemmere.” 

 

Brian:  

Om motivation 

”Det er sol og sommer” 
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”Når man ser et reklamespot i fjernsynet med Mads Mikkelsen som hopper i swimmingpoolen, så er 

det da klart også med til at jeg tænker der skal jeg også hen, og det kan ikke gå hurtigt nok” 

”Jeg tror det er godt for hele familien at komme afsted sammen” 

”Jeg synes det giver et godt sammenhold, og man får nogle oplevelser sammen som man kan bruge 

til at bygge videre på, og man har nogle minder, og man har det sjovt sammen” 

Om information: 

”I gamle dage gjorde man det primært ved at tage ind til bureauet og tale med dem og kigge i deres 

kataloger. Hvor man kan sige, de sidste år, er det gået mere og mere hen og blevet internet baseret, 

så man kan gå på de forskellige rejse bureauers hjemmesider, og se hvad det er for nogle tilbud de 

har.” 

”En del af fornøjelsen ved at skulle af sted er jo selvfølgelig også at man har en måned eller to til at 

gå at glæde sig. Det er jo en del af oplevelsen” 

Om decision-making roles: 

Need arousal: 

“Børnene skubber selvfølgelig også på og siger: Nå hvor skal vi hen på sommerferie? De snakker 

med deres kammerater om hvor de skal hen” 

Choose destination/ travel agency: 

”hvornår flyver man, er det tidligt om morgenen eller sent om aftenen, eller er det nogle gode 

flytider, og hvad er perception omkring rejse selskabet” 

(Kommer med forslag til hvor i skal tage hen) ”Det er min kone, hun er chefen” 

Book Holiday 

”Hvis vi for eksempel sidder en aften og beslutter os for at det skal være det, så booker vi det 

sammen der. Men det kunne også være min kone der ringer til mig på arbejdet og siger skal vi 

booke det her nu? Og så har vi kigget på det, og så er det hende der gør det.” 

Om børn: 
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”Det er som regel mig og min kone der tager den endelige beslutning men den beslutning bliver jo 

truffet af at vi ved at der er nogen bestemte ting som vores børn sætter pris på.” 

”Vi kunne aldrig finde på at bestille et hotel eller ressort uden swimmingpool for vi ved hvor meget 

tid drengene bruger ved swimmingpoolen.” 

”De har stor indflydelse på hvor vi tager hen” 

”Hvis vi finder en 2-3 steder hvor vi synes det ville alle 3 være gode valg, så kan vi godt lade 

børnene bestemme i sidste ende hvor vi skal hen.” 

”Det er klart jo større de bliver, jo mere indflydelse har de. Jo bedre er de også til at tale med om 

hvor vi skal hen” 

Om decision-process: 

Rejseselskab: 

”Det der bestemmer det i sidste ende er, har de det sted man gerne vil hen, hvad er prisen hvis man 

sammenligner på kryds og tværs. Flytider er også noget vi går lidt op i.” 

”Om rejseselskabet har en hjemmeside der er nem og overskuelig at søge på” 

Sociale medier: 

”Det ville vi også bruge, det betyder noget hvad andre siger. Man kan have en tvivl om, at det ser 

godt ud, det er et godt hotel, og blive i tvivl om beliggenheden. Er der for meget gade larm? Eller 

omvendt, ligger det helt ude på landet? OG hvis vi så får det bekræftet fra andre rejsende at det var 

et fantastisk hotel, det lå bare for langt ude på landet, så kan det være det er med til at ændre vores 

beslutning”  

Commercials: 

”Det kan sikkert få min lyst og min motivation til at rejse til at stige, men jeg er ikke sikker på at det 

kan ændre mit valg i forhold til hvor jeg skal hen” 

(Hvad skulle til for at du blev fanget af en reklame?) ”Der skulle nogle hard facts, altså nogle 

statistikker, noget feedback fra andre rejsende. Vi ved alle sammen der bliver lavede surveys med 

folk der har været afsted med tilfredshed og det ene og det andet. Hvis jeg så en reklame der 
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kombinerede det lækre hotel og varme med hard facts om at Bravo Tours er den bedste – ligesom 

man har på punktlighed fra flyselskab… SÅ kunne man forestille sig hvis der var nogle uofficielle 

undersøgelser om forskellige ting hos de forskellige rejseselskaber, at de kunne prale med at 90% af 

gæsterne var positive. Det kunne godt påvirke mig til at tage det selskab.” 

Indtryk af Bravo Tours: 

”Vi har haft nogle udemærkede oplevelser og erfaringer 

Hvem ser du som de store rejseselskaber i Danmark: 

”Spies, Bravo Tours, Fritidsrejser, Ving” 

Det nye medie billede: 

(Har internettet og det nye mediebillede stor betydning?) ”Ja helt klart? Det er nemmere og 

smartere. Og så er der sådan en sport i at finde noget selv” 

 

Daniel:  

Om motivation 

”Selvfølgelig bliver man påvirket af reklamer og internettet, men jeg tror mere det hænger sammen 

med sommer og komme ud og opleve noget med familien” 

”Når man har små børn, vil man gerne opleve noget med de små børn, og se hvordan de oplever 

tingene.” 

”Når først børnene de er der så er det ligesom dem der styrer dagsordenen for hvad det er for en 

rejse man skal ud på og hvad man skal på rejsen” 

Om information: 

”Det er på internettet, primært. Der kan man også få tilsendt deres kataloger så man kan sidde og 

”boge” den lidt, men typisk på internettet fordi det går hurtigere, g der er så mange muligheder 

derinde”. 

Om decision-making roles: 
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Need arousal: 

“Det er ikke så meget børnene, de er jo ikke så gamle endnu, de følger bare med hvor vi end tager 

hen. De har ikke så meget at skulle sige endnu” 

Choose destination/ travel agency: 

“Vi hører også på hvad vores venner og bekendte har prøvet og hvor de har været henne, og hvad de 

har oplevet af gode og dårlige steder, og så læne os op af deres erfaringer.” 

Book holiday: 

(Hvorfor er det din kone der booker?) ”Jeg tror det er fordi jeg har 3-holds skifte på arbejdet, og så 

er jeg mange gange væk om aftenen.”  

Om børn: 

”De er ikke så gamle endnu, så de ved ikke hvad der er godt og hvad der er skidt.” 

”Jeg mener ikke de skal bestemme når de ikke er ældre” 

(Får de mere indflydelse jo ældre de bliver?) ”Ja klart, så får de jo ligesom deres egen holdning, 

som tiden går og jo ældre de bliver, så skal de da tages med på råd når de ved hvad det går ud på.” 

”Vi vil gerne all inclusive koncept. Det er bare nummer et når man har små børn.” 

Om decision-process: 

Rejsebureau: 

”Det kommer an på hvordan deres hjemmeside er om det er til at finde ud af på siden, hvor gode 

billederne er, hvordan servicen er hos de forskellige, og også selvfølgelig hvad andre har erfaringer 

med” 

Sociale medier: 

”Det er mere på den front med venner og bekendte, hvis nu der er nogen der har været et spændende 

sted henne og skriver om det” 

Commercials: 
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”Tv reklamer vækker ens interesse. Så kan man lige gå på nettet og se hvad de har” 

Indtryk af Bravo Tours: 

”Jeg har hørt godt om selskabet” 

Hvem ser du som de store rejseselskaber i Danmark: 

”Spies, Bravo Tours” 

Det nye medie billede: 

(Betyder internettet mere nu i forhold til rejser?) ”Ja klart. Dengang der ringede man ind og så 

bestilte man et rejse katalog og så fik man det tilsendt, og så bladrede man det igennem, og så havde 

man et fra hvert selskab, og så valgte man derudfra, kan jeg huske. Nu kører det over nettet”  

”Det er 100 gange bedre. Der kan man se små video klip, og så er der flere billeder, og der er mange 

muligheder indeunder" 

”Det er mere levende, og man kan hurtigt lave en update hvis der er nogen ændringer! 

 

Jakob:  

Om motivation 

”Når ferie sæsonen nærmer sig så tænker man jo over hvad man skal lave i ferien” 

”Jeg har brug for en masse dage med varme og sol” 

(Reklamer) ”Det kan give drømme, men det er ikke medbestemmende” 

Om information: 

”Det er primært på nettet, Google” 

”Vi får sommetider nogle rejsekataloger som vi da også sidder og kigger i” 

(Hvorfor på nettet) ”Der kan man sidde i sit eget tempo, når man vil og hvor man vil” 

Om decision-making roles: 
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Need arousal: 

“Børnene spørger konstant om vi ikke skal ud at rejse” 

Choose destination: 

(Kigger efter ferie) “For det meste er det alene, men hvis jeg så falder over noget spændende så 

viser jeg det til konen. Som regel gør jeg det alene, men det gør min kone også” 

”Jeg kunne ikke finde på at gennemtvinge et forslag som min kone ikke havde lyst til, og det ville 

hun heller ikke.” 

Book holiday 

(Hvorfor er det dig der booker?) “Jeg er bedre til at organisere og strukturere, sådan har det bare 

altid været” 

Om børn: 

”Selvfølgelig lytter vi til dem, men det afhænger jo også af økonomien” 

”De har jo den alder hvor de ikke er så bevidste omkring det” 

”Senere hen når de aktivt kommer, så tror jeg da også vi vil lytte mere til dem” 

(Hvad vil børnene gerne have?) ”Vandrutsjebaner, swimmingpool, lege faciliteter, det som børn nu 

engang går op i.” 

”Når jeg kigger på ferie så tager jeg i hvert fald dem med, det er nærmest et ufravilligt krav. Så på 

den måde lytter jeg til dem. Jeg ved hvad de gerne vil have hver især og det bruger jeg jo når jeg 

leder efter steder vi tager hen” 

”Den største har mere nuancerede krav” 

(Får de mere indflydelse jo ældre de bliver?) ”Det tror jeg helt bestemt.. Jeg tror det kommer med at 

de bliver mere bevidste omkring tingene, og dermed også er bedre i stand til at give udtryk for hvad 

de gerne vil opleve når de er på ferie” 

”Det er 70-80% på deres præmisser, så vi tilgodeser børnene langt mere end os selv” 

Om decision-process: 
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Sociale medier: 

”Jeg lytter nok mere til dårlig kritik end til god kritik” 

Commercials: 

”Jeg bliver som regel ikke påvirket af reklamer. Hvis jeg bliver påvirket af reklamer så er det som 

regel mere af billeder fra destinationer” 

(Hvilken reklame ville fange din opmærksomhed?) ”At der ville være et godt tilbud” 

”Tit når man ser de tilbud der er så er det for 2 voksne og 2 børn, i og med man har 3 børn, så 

kommer straks tanken hvad inkludere tilbuddet hvis man har et ekstra barn?” 

(Radio?) ”Nej, jeg er visuelt anlagt. Radio reklamer de duer ikke for mig.” 

Rejseselskab? 

”For vores vedkommende vil det være prisen der har den afgørende betydning… Derefter vil det 

være rejsebetingelser om der er sådan noget som afbuds forsikring og hvilket flyselskab evt.” 

Indtryk af Bravo Tours: 

”Bravo Tours, nej det siger mig ikke lige noget” 

Hvem ser du som de store rejseselskaber i Danmark: 

”Star Tours” 

Det nye medie billede: 

(Internettet?) ”Det er meget vigtigt, det er jo det vi bruger, også hvis vi skulle bestille en rejse så 

eville det også foregå via internettet. Hvis vi skulle undersøge forhold omkring destinationen er det 

jo også internettet, så det har en meget stor betydning” 

 

Janne:  

Om motivation 
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”For at få nogle fælles oplevelser, og det er vel også for at komme ned og få lidt varme, og bare 

noget nyt og spændende” 

Om information: 

(Bestemt rejseselskab?) ”Vi søger lidt forskellige steder… Det er lidt hvor de har det vi gerne vil” 

”Aftenen, når der er ro” 

Om decision-making roles: 

Need arousal: 

“Det er de voksne” 

Choose destination: 

“Den der har overskud til det.” 

”Spørger du mig, så er det mig der bestemmer mest” 

”Jeg er god til at præge ham om hvor jeg synes vi skal hen” 

Book holiday 

“Den der har siddet med computeren den dag.” 

”Vi gør det oftest så sammen, sådan så vi er sikre på vi gør det rigtigt” 

Om børn: 

”Stor indflydelse. Vi tager ikke et sted hen med så små børn hvor det ikke er børnevenligt og hvor 

det ikke er beregnet til børn” 

”De kommer og siger de gerne vil have en bamse klub” 

Om decision-process: 

Rejseselskab: 

”Det er udelukkende hvad de tilbyder, hvad kan hotellet tilbyde os, så det har egentlig overhovedet 

ikke noget med rejsebureauet at gøre” 
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”Jeg er ikke meget loyal overfor rejseselskaber” 

Sociale medier: 

”Så skal det var en personlig, mund til mund, men jeg gider ikke alle de der er ude i siden” 

Commercials: 

”Jeg kan sagtens finde på at gå ind og kigge når jeg har set en TV reklame” 

”Så går jeg ind på DET rejsebureau hvis jeg synes det er en god reklame… Hvis de viser noget 

børnevenligt” 

”Det er nok billeder, nu er jeg jo meget visuel” 

”Jeg vil nok mere gå ind og tjekke deres hjemmeside hvis jeg så et eller andet bestemt sted hvor de 

viste nogle billeder derfra og jeg synes det var fedt, så var jeg nok mere tilbøjelig til at gå ind og 

kigge end hvis det bare var det der overordnede noget” 

Indtryk af Bravo Tours: 

”Godt indtryk af Bravo Tours” 

Hvem ser du som de store rejseselskaber i Danmark: 

”Nazar og Star Tours” 

Det nye medie billede: 

(Internettet betyder mere?) ”Ja da, helt klart… Det er meget nemmere at komme til. Førhen skulle 

man jo bestille et katalog og vente på kataloget og ringe ind og det ene og det andet, og her kan du 

jo bare gå ind på nettet kl. 2 om natten” 

 

Louise:  

Om motivation 

”Det kommer helt automatisk når sommeren nærmer sig og man ved at det danske sommervejr ikke 

helt er til at stole på” 
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”Når jeg sidder og ser en strand i TV” 

Om information: 

”Vi sammenligner meget pris og kvalitet og hotel og hvad man får for pengene” 

”Sammen med min mand er det oftest om aftenen når børnene er lagt” 

Om decision-making roles: 

Need arousal: 

“Det er nok mig” 

Choose destination: 

“Det er mig der kigger mere, men alt bliver vendt med min mand når jeg får en fix ide” 

(En der har mere indflydelse?) ”Det har jeg, kvindelist” 

Book holiday 

“Det er min mand… Det er en mandeting, det kan han godt lide” 

Om børn: 

”Som sagt er de jo ikke så store endnu så de har ikke så stor indflydelse. Så længe vi fortæller dem 

der er en pool og strand så er de jo glade” 

”Før vi begynder at lytte til dem skal de nok være en 8-10 år, indtil da der er det mor og far der 

bestemmer” 

Om decision-process: 

Rejseselskab 

”Om det er det rigtige sted, hvilket hotel det er og selvfølgelig også prisen” 

”Vi vil helst rejse direkte uden mellemlandinger” 

Sociale medier: 
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”Hvis der er nogen de skriver de har haft en dårlig oplevelse med et eller andet rejsebureau vil jeg 

selvfølgelig tænke mig nærmere om inden jeg bestille hos dem” 

Commercials: 

(TV reklamer) ”Det giver mig bare lyst til at rejse. Det er ikke sådan så jeg tænker at så må jeg ind 

og tjekke Spies eksempelvis” 

(Radiospots?) ”Nej, det er mest det visuelle. Det er det visuelle der gør det.” 

Indtryk af Bravo Tours: 

”Det har vi prøvet en enkelt gang, det gik fint” 

Hvem ser du som de store rejseselskaber i Danmark: 

”Star Tours” 

Det nye medie billede: 

”Det betyder det hele eftersom vi ikke bruger de gode gammeldags kataloger som man fik med 

posten” 

”Det er nemmere at sammenligne priser og afrejse datoer osv” 

 

Nicko:  

Om motivation 

”Når det begynder at blive en lille smule varmere i vejret, så kunne man godt tænke sig at få ferie… 

Vi vil gerne ned at have lidt varme” 

(Reklamer?) ”Nej det tror jeg ikke. Jeg synes de der reklamer er sådan nogen Thailands reklamer og 

sådan noget, og det er ikke lige det der ligger til vores penge pung” 

”Det er samværet med familien og børnene, og det at få et afbræk fra hverdagen” 

Om information: 

”Når vi kigger på nettet og ser nogle steder vi gerne vil hen så bestiller vi nogle kataloger” 
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”Når man har fundet et land man gerne vil hen, og man går og siger man har planer om at tage 

dertil, så hører man om der er nogen der har været dernede og så noget, og om deres oplevelser med 

det”  

”Når vi lige har fået puttet børnene” 

”Min kone finder der hvor vi skal hen, og så snakker vi om det” 

Om decision-making roles: 

Need arousal: 

”Det er os voksne der snakker om, om vi skal ud at rejse… Det er ikke børnene nej” 

Choose destination: 

”Det er min kone der finder det, og så snakker vi om det når hun har fundet nogle steder.” 

”Det er nok fordi hun ved lidt bedre hvad der er noget for børnene” 

”Der skal gerne være sol, og der skal gerne være noget vand, og selvfølgelig at det ikke er for langt 

fra en by” 

”Det kan godt være hun bestemmer lidt mere end jeg gør. Det er sådan mere i forhold til børnene og 

hvad der vil være godt for dem, som jeg måske ikke lige kan se passer godt” 

Book holiday 

”Det er også min kone… Så har hun styr på det, så behøver jeg ikke at tænke på det” 

Om børn: 

”Vi tager på ferie for børnenes skyld” 

”Der må gerne være børnepool og sådan nogle ting på hotellet” 

(Har de selv nogen ønsker?) ”Ikke rigtigt endnu nej, nu er de jo kun 6 og 2.” 

(Indflydelse når de bliver større?) ”Ja helt klart, det tror jeg de vil få i fremtiden” 

Om decision-process: 
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Rejseselskab: 

”Det er mest prisen, og hvordan billederne ser ud” 

”Det hele bunder ud i hvordan hotellets faciliteter er” 

Sociale medier: 

”Det bliver man da påvirket af, helt klart. Når man har været ude at sige man skal til det land, og så 

er der andre der siger det også var et super land og et super sted, det er da klart at man bliver 

påvirket af det” 

Commercials: 

”Ja, altså når man ser de der krystal blå vand ved strandene. Det ser da dejligt ud, så det kan man 

ikke undgå at blive påvirket af” 

”Det pirrer bare min rejselyst, det er ikke sådan at jeg siger det ser ud til at være et godt sted, det 

prøver jeg.” 

Indtryk af Bravo Tours: 

”De ligger vel i middel vil jeg sige” 

Hvem ser du som de store rejseselskaber i Danmark: 

”Star Tour, Spies og Apollo” 

Det nye medie billede: 

”Det har gjort det meget nemmere jo, man kan meget bedre finde ud af udvalget, og hvilke 

rejsebureauer der er og sådan nogle ting. Det er helt klart en stor hjælp til at finde rejser” 

 

Therese:  

Om motivation 

”Fritid og samvær med børn og familie” 

Om information: 
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”Kun på internettet” 

”Vi kigger på mange forskellige” 

Om decision-making roles: 

Need arousal: 

“Det er mig” 

Search for possible holidays: 

“Det er nok mig… Jeg kommer nok med nogle forskellige forslag og så snakke vi om det der” 

Choose destination: 

“Det er vi nok fælles om mig og min mand” 

Book holiday 

“Det er også mig. Jeg tror det er fordi min man der bange for at få lavet en fejl eller gjort et eller 

andet forkert. Så er det nemmere hvis jeg gør det.” 

Om børn: 

(Har børnene ønsker?) ”Nej, de er for små” 

”De har da lidt indflydelse fordi vi ved hvad de kan lide” 

(Mere indflydelse jo ældre de blev?) ”Det tror jeg bestemt… For så har de flere erfaringer om hvor 

de havde været og hvor det havde været godt” 

Om decision-process: 

Rejseselskab: 

”Prisen, ja, udelukkende prisen” 

”Faciliteterne er nok også ret vigtige i forhold til at vi har små børn” 

Sociale medier: 

”Facebook har en stor del.” 
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Commercials: 

”Jamen det gør jeg nok i den forstand at nu begynder der at komme reklamer for Lalandia og 

Bonbonland og det sætter en lidt i ferie stemning om at nu skal vi lave noget sjovt med børnene” 

”Jeg får mere bare lyst til at rejse” 

Indtryk af Bravo Tours: 

(Har du et indtryk af Bravo Tours?) ”Intet” 

Hvem ser du som de store rejseselskaber i Danmark: 

”Spies og Tjæreborg” 

Det nye medie billede: 

”Det har al betydning ellers ville vi ikke bestille rejsen” 

 

Appendix 3: Interview Jakob Bravo Tours: 
 

S: ”Jeg vil starte med at spørge dig hvem der er Jeres primære målgruppe i Bravo Tours?” 

J: ”Jamen vi arbejder med 2 målgrupper. Vi arbejder med familier, det vil sige familier med 

medrejsende børn, de er ca 30-45-50 år, og senorer kalder vi dem  eller rejsende uden børn og de 

kan så være fra 45år og opad. ” 

S: ”Hvor stor betydning har børnefamilier i Jeres segment?” 

J ”De betyder selvfølgelig meget for så er det 4 pax. Det er bedre at sælge til 4 personer der skal 

rejse end det er at sælge til 2 personer at rejse, så de betyder meget, men hvad skal vi sige, 

procentvisså fylder de ikke sådan specielt meget. De fylder noget, men jeg kan ikke lige de exacte 

tal. Det er måske mellem 25 og 40% de fylder.” 

S: ”Hvad med unge mennesker, det er ikke så meget dem i positionerer jer imod?” 

J: ”Nej, stort set ikke. De har ikke nogen penge så.” 
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S: ”Hvordan vil du sige I positionerer Jer selv?” 

J: ”Jamen jeg vil sige vi er høj kvalitet til den rigtige pris” 

S: ”Jeg kan jo se det du har sendt til mig i forhold til pris og kvalitet, der har du sat streg under 

Apollo, Falk Lauritzen, Star Tours og Spies. Er det dem som I ser som Jeres største konkurrenter?” 

J: ”Ja det er vores primære konkurrenter i markedet” 

S: ”Hvordan vil du beskrive Jeres brand personlighed?” 

J: ”Tryghed og nærvær, høj service” 

 

S: ”I bruger ca 33% på TV og 33% på online og 33% på print. Er der et af de medier der er 

vigtigere for Jer end de andre eller har de lige meget betydning?” 

J: ”De gør jo forskellige ting, så jeg vil sige de er lige vigtige. Der er ikke  nogen af dem jeg ville 

undvære” 

S: ”I burger lige meget tid og penge på dem alle sammen?” 

J: ”Ja det gør vi, og betydningen af dem er forskellige, målgrupperne er forskellige.” 

S: ”Er det sådan så I bruge sæson reklamer eller reklamerer I hele året rundt?” 

J: ”Vi reklamerer hele året rundt, men det er med differentieret budskaber alt afhængig af periode 

og alt afhængig af hvor det er vi har behov for at sælge rejser.” 

S: ”Okay, men vil du sige at i forhold til at nye medie billede der er kommet, har internettet og de 

sociale medier så mere betydning for Jer nu end det har været tidligere?” 

J: ”Ja selvfølgelig.” 

S: ”Bruger I de sociale medier?” 

J: ”Ja det gør vi.” 

S: ”Er det i forhold til Facebook eller Youtube eller…?” 
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J: ”Jamen det er sådan set alt hvad du kan forestille dig fra Facebook, Youtube, Linkedin til 

Instagram, alt hvad du kan forestille dig” 

S: ”Og hvordan bruger I for eksempel Facebook?” 

J: ”Jamen vi har 2 profiler. Vi har en der hedder afbudsrejser, som ja, det giver lidt sig selv er 

afbudsrejser og gode tilbud, og så har vi en der hedder Bravo Tours så det er sådan lidt mere image 

og brand skæbne, men selvfølgelig hvor vi fortæller de gode historier, men også hvor vi har 

kampagnerne når vi kører en kampagne.” 

S: ” Okay, så det er sådan nogle grupper man kan melde sig til?” 

J: ”Ja” 

 

Appendix 4: Generic Behavioral Sequence Model 
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Appendix 5: Target audience decision-making model for a major holiday trip  
 

 

(Percy and Elliot, 2009: 154): 
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Appendix 6: Bravo Tours’ research about motivation by media point 
 

 

  

 

 

Appendix 7: Bravo Tours’ research about where people find information 
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Appendix 8: Bravo Tours’ research about initiative/need arousal for holiday  
 

 

 

Appendix 9: Bravo Tours has researched in who in a family takes the final 

decision 
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Appendix 10: Bravo Tours’ research about decision-making 
 

 

Appendix 11: Bravo Tours’ research about when people book holiday 
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Appendix 12: Decision-making roles in the families 
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Appendix 13: Emailing with Jakob Tange, Marketing Chief in Bravo Tours 

 

13. Sept, 2013: 

Bruger i radio spots til at reklamere for Bravo Tours?  

“Nej, det gør vi ikke” 

Hvilke medier bruger i for at styrke brand awareness og brand attitude?  

”Primært TV og social til awareness og brand” 

Hvornår starter i med at reklamere for sommerferie rejser?  

“Lige omkring nu her i September” 

Hvad er vigtigt for Jer at vise i Jeres reklamer?  

“Skabe en like til Bravo tours og vores troværdighed og konkurrencedygtighed.” 

Hvad gør I Jer af overvejelser for hvilke tv kanaler og programmer i reklamerer på i fjernsynet?  

“Vi følger målgrupperne som vi arbejder med” 

Bruger I viral marketing og SEO?  

“Ja” 

Hvilke blade eller magazine burger I til Jeres print medier?  

“Vi bruger på dagblade, uge blade og magasiner.” 

 

11. Apr, 2013: 

Hej Simone 

 Hermed info. Vedhæftet er en analyse som vi har lavet via vores nyhedsbrev. 
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Positionering i forhold til pris og kvalitet. 

Vores fordeling af mediespend er ca. 33% TV, 33% Online og 33% Print. 

  

Håber at du kan bruge det. 

  

Med venlig hilsen / Best Regards 

Jacob Tange Jessen 

Marketing- og onlinechef 
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Appendix 14: Semi structured interview questions 

 

Interview spørgsmål: 

Temaer jeg skal komme ind på: 

1) Motivations for travelling 

2) The information source 

3) Decision making roles 

4) Decision making process 

Der er 4 temaer og jeg afsætter ca 10 minutter til hvert tema. 

Første tema er motivationen for at rejse. Spørgsmål der skal besvares her er: 

Hvad starter din rejselyst? Hvad motiverer dig til  at rejse? Hvilke faktorer (pull/push motivations)? 

Hvorfor er det vigtigt for dig at komme ud og rejse med din familie? 

Andet tema er hvor man søger efter information til rejse. Spørgsmål der skal besvares her er: 

Hvor søger du informationer når du skal ud at rejse? Hvornår på dagen søger du information? 

Hvornår på ugen? Hvor lang tid før du skal afsted søger du information? 

Tredje tema er beslutningsroller. *Spørgsmål der skal besvares her er: 

Hvem tager initiativ til at finde en rejse? Hvem i familien tager den endelige beslutning? Hvem 

kommer med forslaget om at I skal på ferie? Hvem søger informationer om rejsen? Hvem beslutter 

hvilket selskab i skal rejse med? Hvis vi har følgende roller i en beslutning, hvem står så for hvad: 

Den der tager initiativ, den der har indflydelse og bakker det op eller siger nej, beslutnings tager, 

køber rejsen, bruger af ferien. 

Hvor meget med bestemmelse får Jeres børn? Får de ældre børn mere indflydelse? 

Fjerde tema er beslutnings proccess. Spørgsmål der skal stilles her er: 

Hvilke faktorer spiller ind når i skal beslutte hvilket selskab I vil rejse med?Hvad har indflydelse på 

om i køber rejsen? Hvor lang tid før bestiller i rejsen? Hvad betyder noget når i rejser? Hvornår på 

året rejser I og kan i finde på at tage børnene ud af skolen for at rejse? Hvordan bliver i påvirket af 

de sociale medier som facebook, reklamer osv? Hvad er Jeres indtryk af Bravo Tours? Hvorfor 

vælger i det rejse bureau som I gør? Er det destinationer, pris, billeder, medier? Hvad er så det 

væsentlige: er det sociale medier eller er det venlige guider etc? Hvad er de vigtige parametre?   

Bestiller I på internet eller i forretning? Betyder internettet i forhold til ferie mere for Jer nu end for 

10 år siden? 
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Appendix 15: media mix  
 

 

Appendix 16: What people think Bravo Tours’ brand personality to be 
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Appendix 17: Which brand personality do the target group prefer 
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Appendix 18: A family decision-making model of vacation purchases (Nanda et 

al, 2007: 110) 
 

 

 

Appendix 19: An example of family roles played in a vacation-planning decision 

according to (Nanda et al, 2007: 118): 
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Appendix 20: CD with audio files of interviews  


